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Patrons of Vital Vittles will be paying more if proposed rent hikes go into effect.

Water Bil Evaporates Surplus
the Water Authority had previously
by Val Reitman
. Contrary to University officials' been about a half a year behind on
anticipation of a $285,286 utilities their billing and therefore the Univer·
surplus, the utilities budget is now sity hadn't expected the additional
$182,636 in the red, according to bill. Miller also commented that
figures furunished by George Lasnier, the water rate doubled this year,
University Comptroller and William causing an increase from last year's
Miller, Vice President for Planning bill of $150,000. The Vice President
for Planning and Physical Plant
and Physical,Plant.
Miller stated that the deficit was added that he'd "budgeted for the
primarily due to an "unexpected" price increase, but not for the
water bill and utility rates that have additional half year expense."
Though the University budgeted
soared in the past few years. Miller
said he budgeted $240,000 to cover for a surplus this no longer exists
water charges for the year, and because upon the recommendation
according to schedule the University of Miller, Vice President for Ad·
was billed $239,000 before the first ministrative Services Daniel Altobello
closing of the books in July. authorized the transfer of funds from
However, between July and the the utilities budget. According to
Miller, the money was used to cover
auditors'~ close, the University was
billed an ~dditional $170,000 which the cost, of an approximately
Miller said were charges that the D.C. $42,000 Johnson computer system,
Water Authority was getting "caught as well as a $90,000 telephone
up on", to bring the University up to expense and a $50,000 Security
date in billing. Miller explained that Union illcrease. Altobello could not

be re~ched for comment.
. .
. Miller stated that the additIOnal
difference between the $182,636
deficit
the projected
$285,286
Iand
tt
d
.
'"
surp uds wetn fowar tS. cOY,ermg mcrease cos s 0 opera IOn.

Planning and Physical Plant VP
William Miller.

PAC Calls For Limits On CIA
by Kevin Mager
Recent revelations linking the
Georgetown University Medical
Center to CIA mind·control experi·
ments has prompted the Peoples
:Action Cause to call for the adoption
of guidelines to limit the agency's
recruitment activities at Georgetown.
PAC's proposals are similar to
those already implemented at How·
ard University and prohibit the release of a stUdent's name to the CIA
without that student's expressed con·
sent. In addition, they require any
professor associated with the intelli·
gence agency to inform his superiors
so that this fact can be made a
matter of public record.
Steve Kram, stUdent spokesman
for PAC, stated that, if a professor
associated with the intellegence community, "thought a student would be
good in the CIA' he would start a
secret dossier on him. And then, if it
was decided to recruit the student,

he might be introduced by the
professor to someone else" in the
agency.
Kram added that, in any event,
"you could wind-up with a dossier
on you, compiled partially by one of
your professors. The CIA is the only
organization allowed to secretly start
such a dossier on someone for the
purpose of recruiting_"
In 1975 the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
issued its
report on covert and clandestine
relations between the CIA and U.S.
Universities. It disclosed the fact that
the CIA is situated on over 100
college campuses and that hundreds
of members of the academic community work with the agency. The
committee, however, did not offer
legislative recommendations to control CIA covert activities on campus.
Instead it suggested that academia
"set the professional and ethical
standards of its own members."

Kram admitted that "the CIA has
as much a right to be here" as
anyone else, but it in an open, not a
clandestine way. The PAC hopes to
elicit the support of the Student
Government in its efforts to have the
guidelines adopted.
Assistant to the President Charles
Meng commented that while the
matter of CIA recruiting has not
come to the University's attention as
a serious problem, "we are very
concerned about our faculty members being used by the CIA without
their knowledge or with their expres·
sed consent ... but this will be an
internal University concern."
Georgetown was first linked to
CIA activity when it was disclosed
that the agency donated $375,000 to
the Geschickter Foundation for Med·
ical Research for the construction of
new facilities and the sheltering of
CIA experiments in drugs and mind
control.

Pub Book Outlines
Benefits for Workers
by Chuck Arian
A new policy book detailing
special privileges extended to Pub
employees including the ability to
obtain loans of up to $40 from a Pub
fund of $250 bas been compiled by
University Center Pub General Man·
ager Robert Schultheis and Personnel
Manager Ken Shaferman.
Under the new loan policy, no
loans can be made to Pub employees
until outstanding d&bts are repaid.·
The
policy was implemented
"because there has been a problem in
the past with losses' from loans"
according to Associate Dean of
Students Bill Schuerman.
Schultheis said that when he
became General Manager in May
"there were $2400 in outstanding
loans. In addition, there were $200
worth of what we considered bad
loans." Schultheis said that since
then he has collected all the bad
loans " by tracking the people down
or notifying parents." Currently
there remains $750 in loans outstanding, which Schultheis said he
expects to recover "by October 15".
Other privileges available to Pub
employees under the new guidelines
include the ability to cash personal

checks of up to $25 per day; the
right to enter the Pub through the
back door, with a guest, regardless of
the length of the line in front; a Pub
employees party each semester; and
the opportunity to remain in the Pub
after closing, at the discretion of the
shift manager.
However one fringe benefit that
has been revoked is access to free
beer. An internal audit prepared in
July by Michael Constantine cited
the former" practice of allowing
employees three beers per shift as a
factor in the Pub's recently discovered deficit of approximately
$50,000. The Constantine Report
also cited the free beer privilege as a
possible contributor both to alcoholism and impaired performance of
Pub employees.
University Center Director Mary
Parrish commented that the check
cashing service is " a small privilege
we extend to our employees." She
added "we have had no problems
with checks bouncing" .
"We only have about $30 to $40
worth of checks cashed per day",
Schultheis said. "If someone bounces
a check, he can receive a warning."
According to the Policy Book,

employees are dismissed after three
warnings.
When asked why Pub employees
are allowed to enter without having
to wait in line, Ms. Parrish said that
off·duty employees on the premises
often "alleviate hassles, such as fights
breaking out". For this reason she
added,"We want to encourage their
presence. "In addition, if the Pub is
crowded or people don't show up for
a shift, they are "drafted" by the
shi~t manager and must work. If they
go in through the front door,said Ms.
Parrish "they are treated as any other
guests."
Also contained in the Policy Book
are job descriptions and salaries for
all employees.
According to the qualifications
listed for Bookkeeper, no experience
in accounting is required. When ques·
tioned about this, Ms. Parrish explained that "Traditionally we have
had business or accounting majors in
this position. We did not want to
make it a requirement because we
didn't want to prevent someone else
who could do the job, who has
previous experience from a summer
job, for example, from getting the
position. "

Zac Casey
The space Vital Vittles occupies
in Healy basement could be reo
classified as a high rent district, if the
university's proposed one hundred to
one hundred and fifty percent rent
hike goes into effect, say Student
Corporation officials.
As to the effect this might have
on prices at Georgetown's student
run grocery store, Corp VP John
Benton said that he didn't have any
exact figures, but speculated that
prices would definitely go up.
The Corporation, which netted
approximately 7,000 dollars in the
last fiscal year, paid approximately
$2,800 in rent.
Benton agreed that the Corp.
should be expected to cover over·
-head cost, but pointed out that the
current rent paid should be more
than enough considering the small
space they occupy.
"The rent established in the
origi!lallease between the University
and the Corp was designed to show
that the Corp paid sufficient enough
rent to make it a separate un·t fro
the Un'IV er't"
' d BIent on,~
Sl y,
expIaIne
and I think 2,000 dollars is more than
. enough to show that."
Associate Dean of students, William Schuerman, defended his po·
sition saying, "any auxiliary or·
ganization of a University must be
able to cover its physical plant costs,
or it cannot continue to operate."
Asked if the Pub and the Center Cafe
were covering these costs, Mr. Shuer·
man commented,"It's not a question
of if they are?, they'll simply have
to." Shuerman failed, however, to
give any concrete description of how
they intended to do so.
Scliuerman admitted that he was
unable to pin down the rent increase
to the exact dollar, but said,"With as
much money as Vital Vittles makes, I

don't think the Corp will have any
trouble covering an increase of this
size."
Benton argued, "The majority of
our profits are poured back into the
corporation; .while the remainder
goes toward funding academic and
social services for the University,
such as the new recycling program
UNICYCLE and financing an academic scholarship for future' G.U.
studen ts."
We use a lot of electricity in the
store,"Benton said," but for the rent
we pay we don't even get house.keeping services and have to supply

Subcommittee Requests
Differential Tuition Hike
by Tracey Hughes
A planned recommendation by
the Main Campus Finance Committee's subcommittee on Tuition
and Admissions includes proposals to
hold across· the· board tuition increases to the level of inflation and
to impose an additional fee of $200
on all incoming students for the fall
of 1978.
The proposed 200 dollar increase
would be used to fund the financial
aid needs of that year's students.
According to a working paper prepared by the subcommittee, "financial aid funded from tuition
revenues will 'buy time' until Georgetown can reach' its goal of providing
financial aid through endowed in·
come."
Committee sources speculate that
the recommendation will draw heavy
fire when the Tuition and Compensation subcommittees make their

Lottery Proposed
For Kissinger Class
by Greg Kitsock
A lottery is the only fair way of
deciding who will be added to Henry
Kissinger's spring semester seminar,
the Foreign Service School Academic
Council decided at a meeting last
Sunday.
"Almost all the seniors are wondeJ;ing how they can get into this
c1ass,"Council Chairman Mark Lutes
told The HOYA. However, Kissinger's course in Contemporary
American Diplomacy will have an
enrollment of only about 20 SFS
seniors and grad students as well as
five students from other area Universities, according to Foreign Service
School Dean Peter Krogh.
The academic Council's plan
would require seniors interested in
enrolling in the course to fill out a
form during preregistration which
they would hand in at the Dean's
office. Following preregistration, the
Junior class members of the SFS
Academic Council would select the
names of 20 students at random. The
first 15 would be permitted to enroll
in Kissinger's seminar, and the
remaining five names would be
placed on a waiting list in case any of
the first 15. dropped out. The
selection of graduate and non
Georgetown students would be left
to the Deans office.
Council members submitted the

one third of the cost for maintaining
a security guard."
Shuerman explained this phe·
nomenon saying, "True, the store and
store offices don't get housekeeping
services, but then again, Vital Vittles
generates a lot of garbage for the rest
of the University. "Absurd," retorted
Benton. "There isn't a store in the
world responsible for the garbage its
customers make."
"Something's got to go," said
Benton, "we either cut services or
raise prices. The money will just be
flying out the window, and only God
knows for what!"

proposal to Krogh's office on Thursday. However, at press time Krogh
had not yet had time to review the
plan.
"It will be our task to see that Dr.
Kissinger has as much contact with
students as possible," Lutes said.
However, he added that he disagreed
with the aims of Students Opposed
to the Appointment of Kissinger
(SOAK), a group seeking to oust
Kissinger from his position as University Proffessor of Diplomacy. SOAK
has claimed that "Kis~inger's moral
standards are incompatible with the
professed ideals of Georgetown Uni·
versity," and that his academic
performance has been "surrounded
by an atmosphere of secrecy and
intrigue."
"A university is supposed to be a
meeting place for the exchange of
different ideas," Lutes maintained.
"We should not get into the habit
of banning people for their ideas."
"Kissinger is a good addition to
our faculty; he has excellent academic credentials and unique professional experience. I respect the
right of SOAK members to their
opinion, and they should respect the
rights of other students to Iistne and
learn from Kissinger." The SFS
Council Chairman added that in his
opinion, most students support Kissinger's appointment here.

recommendations before the whole
MCFC this Wednesday .
Meanwhile the compensation subcommittee plans to recommend that
faculty compensation be increased
between 7·9.3% for both faculty and
non-teaching academics such as admissions personnel.
Last year tuition rose for all
students by $250 contrary to an
original
subcommittee
recommendation of a $230 increase for
upperclassmen and $280 for incoming freshmen. Compensation increases last year amounted to a 6.5%
hike for faculty, cut from an original
raise of 7%, and a 5.5% for
non-teaching academics.
Since former President· Henle
announced his intention to reach
faculty compensation at the' 80th
percentile for Class 1 Institutions as
estimated by the American Association of University Professors,
the goal of the faculty senate has
been to reach this figure by fiscal
year 1979.
In a report to the compensation
subcommittee Dr. Daniel Martire
recommended that the University
grant compensation increases of 9.3%
over the next two years in order to
reach the 80th percentile. This now
represents the maximum increase
called for by the committee.
The compensation subcommittee
will also urge the Office of Student
Development to raise more money
from outside sources because they
contend it is impossible to reach the
80% through the annual budget
alone.
In addition, the tuition subcommittee plans to recommend that
"The Main Campus should not
exceed the enrollment goals of 1130
freshmen
(excluding
nursing
students) and 310 transfer students
for FY 1978·79." Also proposed is
that the grad school enrollment be
lifted from the current figure of 689
to 710 full time students.
However, the subcommittee has
come out against recent suggestions
to maintain the current level of
graduate school tuition at the ex·
pense of the main campus. The
working paper prepared by the
committee charges "a differential
tuition is a de facto policy of
undergraduate education subsidizing
graduate education and this should
not be undertaken without a full
discussion of implications by the
MCFC and the Council of Deans. The
Graduate school has not demonstrated the necessity of a differen tial charge."

The party is over for Pub employees as tougher loan policy is implemented.
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Former G'town
Student Walks

GTB Conti,nues To
Appeal For License

Over 4,000 Mi.
by Alan Fogg
On July 20, Senator Richard
Schweiker of Pennsylvania an·
nounced to his colleagues that Eddie
Fisher, one of his constituents and a
former Georgetown student, waS
coming home. In five months, Fisher
has walked over 4,,000 miles.
Fisher will be at Georgetown on
Saturday, September 17, on his way
home from RabinaJ, Guatemala,
where on Easter Sunday he began a
"Walk for Water" to help earth·
quake·torn villagers raise enough
money to install a permanent water
system.
Fisher's goal in making the continental trek is to raise $300,000.
With it, he will return to Rabinal to
continue Jiving and working with the
people until their water system is
complete. As of late July, Fisher had
raised $17,000 of his intended goaL
In the Spring of 1976, Fisher,
then a marketing major in the
. Business School, decided he wanted
to Ilelp the· people of Guatemala
rebuild their country after the
February 4, 1976, earthquake that
left 28,000 persons dead and more
than a million homeless. He left for
Guatema1a last summer, and worked
in several villages before beginning
his walk on Easter of this year.
"The water is needed so the
villagers can rebuild their lives,"
Fisher explained. "They have no
water for irrigation and the people
depend on the land to raise food.
There is extreme poverty in the area
and they have received little outside
aid since the disaster."
Fisher devised a simple, but
effective, incentive plan in hooking
up a comprehensive water plan for
the village of Rabinal. The plan calls
for the men of the region to install
the system. In return, for their labor,
their homes would be connected into
the system. If a man did not
participate in the building of the
project, his home would not have
water.

Manager Bob Uttenweiler hopes license will be

fOl'thl~ornirln

Programs Use 13% of Tuition
by Val Reitman
In 1974-75, approximately $356
(13%) of the $2650 Georgetown
students paid in tuition was used in
implementing federally mandated so·
cial programs, according to a recently
released study by the American
Council on Education.

According to University officials,
approximately 13% or roughly $525
of the $3500 students are paying this
year will go towards implementing
these programs.
The study, which was conducted
over the ten year period from
1965-1975, was taken at six in·

stitutions of higher education, one of
which was Georgetown. The federal
programs covered by the study
involved twelve areas of social
concern: equal employment opportUnity, equal pay, affirmative
action, age discrimination, fair labor
standards, . unemployment
com·
pensation, social security, health
benefits, pension benefits, wage and
salary controls, occupational safety
and health and environmental pro·
tections. The Government maintains
that these regulations apply to
colleges and universities because they
are viewed as business entities and
not because of their standing as
' educational institutions.
The study indicates that 48% of
the total costs of the federally
mandated social programs at GU
stemmed from Social Security tax
increases
which amounted to
$3,603,243 in 1974-75. The corresponding amount paid in 1965 was
$110,736.
Implementation of the programs
accounted for 13% or $3,603,243 of
the net tuition revenues of
$26,996,00.
Dan Altobello, Vice·President for
Administrative services, commented
that the impact of the study on
Georgetown was "in the numbers
themselves". No one had ever really
realized exactly how costly the
programs are until the study was
conducted, stated Altobello.
Altobello contends that there is a
need for tax relief benefits for
educational institutions and health
care services. According to Aitobello
there is "limited pass·through of
these costs," in th<\t they are' passed
"dir~ctly on to the. stude.nt or patient ..

VP Burke Urges Increased

Involvement in District
by Alan Fogg
Increased commitment to the
Washington community and the
establishment of a "free university"
with Georgetown were two proposals
presented to the Student Senate
Sunday night by Student Body
Vice-President Dan Burke.
Burke noted that one way to
increase Georgetown's commitment
to the ,District would be to appoint a
Special Assistant to the President for
District Affairs. "We think it's
important that· the University recognize the necessity of a liaison
between Georgetown and the District
to promote a mutually beneficial
relationship. He could identify needs
in the District that we could help·

ton community here at Georgetown.
"The faculty exchange program is
in response to the fact that only one
full·time black professor teaches on
the main campu .
In detailing his proposal for a
"free university," Burke said: "I had
a meeting with Residence Life, and
we hope to co·sponsor free evening
classes such as photography.

filL"

Burke a1so called for the appointment of District political and religious leaders to the Georgetown
Beginning next March, Fischer Board of Directors and a proposed
will begin a two-year novitiate at a faculty exchange program with HowJesuit home in Panama, after which ard University and the University of
he wants to study engineering and the District of Columbia. He claims
theology at a Jesuit university in San these moves would also save to
heighten awareness of the WashiIigSalvador.

by Michael S. Mac Phee
Since its temporary shutdown by
University officals almost two years
ago the campus radio station WGTB
is still without a renewed license
according to, FCC spokesman Francis
. McDonough:
In a telephone interview with
the HOY A, McDonough stated that
WGTB's renewal application is cur·.
rently "under study" by the FCC.
The principal for the delay, Me·
DOl1ough explained, is a pettition
filed by the Committee to Save
Alternative Radio(CSAR) which con·
tests the right of the University, as a
corporation, to hold the WGTB
license. "Until the Commission ae·
cides whether' the CSAR petition
"merits a hearing," McDonough
said" the license will remain in
abeyance."
,
WGTB's .licerising difficulties be·
gan with an inquiry by the FCC in
October 1975 into station broadcasts
which included "sensitive language."

In order to regain control of station
policy and programming from a
fiercely indepen!ient staff, the Uni·
versity closed the station on March
16, 1976. The ensuing reorganization
lasted two months and entirely
replaced the staff. The former
staffers, however, soon organized the
Committee to Save Alternative Radio
(CSAR) which had petitioned the
FCC to review the University's claim
to WGTB's license.
Officially, a license "in abeyance"
is neither renewed of rejected. Any
station with such an application
status may operate" "indefinitely"
without legal violation according to
FCC regulations.
The FCC official also cited the
high number of similiar pettitions
before the agency as well as recent
membership changes on the Commission itself as reasons for the delay
in processing some renewal applications.

Grad School Seeks to~
Beef Up'Math Dept.
by Amy Stephens
To combat low enrollment in the
graduate Math department Grad
school officials have proposed several
changes to be implemented within
the upcoming academic year, according to Assistant Dean Steve Cheston.
Last fall the math department had
an enrollment of eleven students
only three of which were full-time.
The first proposal accordi,ng to
Cheston ,involves eliminating forma1
cours~s in math and putting the pro.
gram, on a' tutorial basis. Cheston
contends that this will save faculty
time while encouraging a masterapprentice relationship between the
f
acuIty and students.
Another recommendation calls for
a total restructuring, of the MA
program by adding two new masters
programs in computer science and
systems theory. Cheston speculated
that this would bring the current
program more up to date and there
by increase enrollment.
Officials are also encouraging
Graduate faculty to obtain more
externally supported research grants
which would ease th'e faculty salary
, ~ul(I,en ," pres~ntly _,car~jed, by", th~.
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University. Cheston said it would
also add to the department's depth
to develop research projects.
Cheston claims that the decreasing
enrollment in the math department
is a result of Georgetown's participation in a joint math program
with George Washington and CathA
olic University. Under this program
said Cheston students enrolled in
each of the participating universities
have a rotating schedule which allows
them to take courses at all three
schools. Cheston explained that be·
cause GU's graduate tuition has
increased more than the other area
schools enrollment at Georgetown
declined because students feel they
can get the identical education
elsewhere at a lower cost. Officials
hope to restructure the consortium
system, according to Clieston to relieve this "tuition bind" but specific
plans have not yet been formulated.
Concern with increasingly lower
enrollment in t!Ie graduate school
and correspondingly the math department was brought to a head last
year when a shortfall in projected
graduate enrollment spotlighted the
need for better reciuiJjpg in various
grad.pIOgrarns.
',""'. , . , ' ,,
,
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Announcing 2 Rellgious Services to Mark the
--eginning of the School Year for Faculty,Staffand Students
Monday, Sept. 12
from 12:15 to 12:45

Sunday, Sept. 11 at 10:30 AM

INTER-FAITH BROWN-BAGTraditional Roman Catholic
LUNCH-TEACH-IN
WITH
PRAYER
MASS of TilE Holy SpiRiT
for all Chrjstians and Jews
in the Walsh Bldg. Courtyard
(Hall of Nationsin case of rain)

in the Quad

Gaston 'Hall in case of rain

LEADERS:

"

Celebrant and Preacher: '

Rev. Timothy S. Healy, S.Ji
t

"

Music by

the Dahlgren Chapel Choir

Sri Mary Kay Liston, Cath. Chaplain
Ra b"b'1 H'aroId Whit
J
h h
1 e, eWIS c ap . . . . . . . -.
R' eVI K yI e Me. gee" Pr o.
t c'h
·
apIaln
Rev. Larry Madden, S.J.
Director of Campus Ministry
I

.

BRING YOU'R LUNCH.
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SBALoad:
A Headache

by Kathy Mead
Lines extended from the door of
School of Business Administration
Assistant Dean John Chase's office
halfway to the front door of the
Nevils building this week as stUdents
from all five University undergraduate schools attempted to add
into unusually restricted bUsiness
courses.
It is especially difficult for nonbusines's students to add into busi·
ness courses this year. This problem
was cau~ed, according to SBA:'
spokesmen, by a larger number of
transfers than USUlP, an increase in
the size of the fufshman class, and a
large but uncertain number of
business minors from other schools ..
Naturally the SBA has a commitment
to business students and must give
them places first, Dean Chase told
the HOYA.
Confusion over business school
add-drop policies was attributed by
Chase to the fact that the SBA has
had 3 deans in as many years.
This year, SBA seniors were given
priority and placed· in requested
classes first, followed by other SBA
students. Students from other under-
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Halperin Claims CIA
Has Little Integrity

rgraduate schools seeking to add into
business courses were required to
submit a request listing the course
and re~ons why' it was needed, and
were then placed in classes as
openings became available. Class size
limits, determined last spring, are
being strictly adhered to.
. Class sizes are determined by the
dean based on professor's recommendations of optimum size and the
amount of students that need to be
accommodated in a given course.
(This decision is. based on whether
the course is required or elective.)
According to Chase, all but a very
few of those who went through the
outlined procedure example, has a
formal minor worked out with SBA.
In the case of senior SLL business
minors, Chase recommended substitute course to complete the minor
when requested courses were closed
out, and SLL Assistant Dean Ann
Davis-Gerarden approved them.
New SBA Dean Ronald Smith will
meet with the deans of the other
undergraduate schools over the next
few weeks, according to Chase, to see
of a better system can't be worked
out for next semester.s,

'Resignation of Byrnes
Heralds Shift in PR
by Beth Boehm
An . apparent difference in phi·
losophy with Father Henle resulted in
the August resignation of Georgetown Public Relations Director
Micheal Byrnes, according to Assistant to the President Charles Meng.
According to Meng, Byrne's reo
signation will allow the PR Department to adopt a more aggressive
format.
"Father Healy's style differs from
Byrnes style," Meng said,"Byrnes believed in reaction type of PR, where
he waited for the story to break
before doing anything. Fr. Healy
wants to get the name out where the
public can see it."
According to Meng, the need for
additional public financing is one
reason for the more agressive format.
"Let's face it. One of our greatest
needs is money, money for the main
campus, scholarships and research
programs. There are some 3000
educational institutions fighting for
donations. I think we're in the top
fourth of those''30dO in prestige, but

The HOYA

to keep it, we need support. We'll be
encouraging that through PR and
aggressive public orientation," Meng
said.
Through its catalogues, pamphlets, press releases and the alumni
magazine, the PR department will
attempt to project a unified G.U.
image, according to Meng.
Two other PR positions have
recently been vacated. Both Jeanine
Adams and Nancy Raley left the
department of their own accord. Ms.
Adams, former director of the news
bureau, has relocated in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa in order to take a
"better" position, according to Meng
Ms.
Raley,
former
editor
of Georgetown Today, is now working at CASE, the Council for the
Advancement and Support to Education.
According to Meng, the PR
department will no longer handle just
citizen complaints, but will take an
active part in getting Georgetown's
name in the news.

GU's busing issue: student workers protest hiring'~f dispatcher

by Mike Walsh
. "The CIA leaders assumed that
they had the right to use all of the
institutions of American society to
carry out what they believed was
necessary for them to do," stated
Morton Halperin, speaking on the
CIA and the academic community
Thursday night in the Hall of
Nations.
The group of more than one
hundred
stUdents
listened
to
Halperin's revelations of CIA operations, which had been censored from
a 1976 U.S. Senate committee report
on intelligence activities.
Halperin claimed the CIA pub-

Iishes fake books as propanganda,
opens the mail of the general public,
spies on students, and manipulates
the lives of U.S. citizens. The CIA
conducted extensive drug tests on
many individuals, according to Ha·
Iperin, which resulted in some deaths
Halperin, a former Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense and
former staff member of the National
Security Council, claimed that the
CIA stopped some of its activities,
not "because it. concluded it was
wrong, but because it concluded that
it might become public information
and (the CIA) might be embarrassed
and lose its support." The CIA did
not feel threatened by charges of
limiting academic freedom or ac·
ademic integrity, said Halperin, but
was only concerned that its activities
might be made public.
"The CIA views American college
campuses as a major source of people
who wiII become (secret employees)
of the CIA" Halperin said. He claims
that the CIA looks for campuses with
past, he noted,GUTS had difficulty large populations of foreign students
finding people to handle the dis· who can work for the CIA in their
home countries, campuses with many
patcher's duties during vacations.
people interested in travelling abLamb added that GU undergrad· road, and campuses with people who
uates are prohibited from working are interested in foreign .affairs.
more than 20 hours a week, and no Covert activities by the CIA on
GU graduates had applied for the coJlege campuses should be banned,
believes
Halperin and guidelines
position.
should be established similar to the
very recent ones at Harvard Uni·
versity.
Halperin also noted that foreign
intelligence agencies are well aware
of the CIA's operations; it is the
American public which is uninformed and which has become the
that Miller has not been rehired. No target of many CIA actions.
possible date for reinstatement was
Halperin emphasized that he
given. Uttenweiler said, however, thought the CIA has a legitimate role
that he alone has final say concerning in American society, but said the
Miller's job status.
intelligence agency should stress
Miller's firing stemmed from an research and analysis. "There is a
incident which occured on April 8 of need for an intelligence agency," said
this year. According to an account Halperin. However, he alleged that
published in the April 15 issue of the the covertness of the CIA "causes
HOYA, Miller had arrived at the corruption in U.S. society." Some
Copley building to do his 6:00 a.m. secrecy is necessary, claimed Hal·
show. On the way to the studio, pering, but the CIA's problem is with
Miller aJlegedly had a tense verbal policies, not keeping its research
encounter withtwo uniformed secur- secret. Its size and budget could be
ity personnel over a discrepancy in made public with no damage to the
his identification. According to the Agency, said Halperin.
guards, Miller used many four letter
Members of the People's Action
epithets when he could not gain Caucus, who said they were pleased
entrance to Copley. When he finally with the turnout for the speech,
began his show at 6:20 a.m., Miller stated that they hope to institute a
strongly criticized University policy. course within the government deMiller was not available for com· partment on the intelligence com·
munity.
ment.

Bus Dispatcher Choice
Angers GUTS Staff
by Greg Kitsock
The hiring of a University of
Maryland student as full time dispatcher for the Georgetown University Transportation Society (GUTS)
has drawn fire from several student
employees of GUTS, who are questioning why a non·Georgetown student was hired and given a higher
salary than GU student workers.
Regina Reichman, a full-time
criminology
student at UM, was
hired as dispatcher a month ago by
Security Director Charles Lamb. Her
duties include checking to see that
the buses run on schedule, making
out the payroll for GUTS employees,
and scheduling routes Previously,
stUdent employees had handled these
jobs.
In a letter to Univ. President Fr.
Timothy Healy later forwarded to
Lamb, six student employees of
GUTS led by Elaine Lamy expressed
doubts that "anyone could be a
full-time dispatcher and stUdent at
the same time and be efficient at
both."
The employees also contended
that since Reichman's hours (3:00
p.m. to 11:00 p.m. on weekdays) are
not schedUled during GUTS' peak
hours of operation, she will be
unable to assist' effectively in handling ticket sales, filling charter orders
and in driver relations and discipline.
. Opponents of the hiring also
'criticized Reichman's salary, which
amounts to about $4.00 an hour,
compared to $2.75·3.25 for student

workers. They contended in their
letter it was "outrageous" to pay
such a salary to an outsider when
"many of our own students and
graduates are seeking employment."
In an interview with the HOY A,
Security Chief Lamb said the chief
advantage of having a full·time
dispatcher is "continuity." In the

GTB Seen Calling For
Rehiring of OJ Miller
by Tony Goscia
Steve Miller, the WGTB disc
jockey who was fired last spring for
what was said to be an outburst of
obscenities during his early morning
show, has been recommended for
. reinstatement by the Station Management Board (SMB), according to
WGTB general manager Bob Uttenweiler.
Uttenweiler told the HOYA that
Miller wrote to the 5MB apologizing
for derogatory comments made "on
the air" concerning the University's
treatment 'of WGTB. After consideration of the matter, said Vtten·
weiler, the 5MB recommended that
Miller be rehired, although it also
recommended that the radio station
wait an undisclosed period of time
before putting Miller on the air.
Despite the recommendation for
reinstatement, Uttenweiler noted

AN ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING FOR THE

G.U. LECTURE FUND
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12th
* Mandatory for new and .old members
* 3 Off~cer positions available
* Selection of future speakers
7:30 P.M.
3621 PROSPECf (Between

Library and Tombs)
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Benton Rent
While the University run Pub is busily
devising new ways of losing money the
Student Corporation, a non-profit student run
organization, is making money. Not bad when
you consider that the Corp's annual sales are
three times as large as our sinking tavern.
But if the Corp is to expand beyond their
already impressive gorcery store, travel
service, book co-op, and reclamation center
(UNICYCLE), they are goint to need a little
more cooperation from their landlords, the
university. The same people who watched
who knows how much beer go down the drain
are proposing a dramatic increase in Vital
Vittles' rent. 100 to 150%1 They've got to
pull their own weight, the university claims.
Could you imagine how much a coke and
an ice cream sandwich would cost if Mary
Parrish and Co. were running Vital Vittles?
You'd have to apply for food stamps. Let's
face it, there aren't many university pubs with
a glass of beer as high as fifty cents.
We suggest that the University recheck
their figures, maybe Vits is in White Gravenor,
and they've been using the wrong overhead
figures. Don't laugh they did it with the Pub
last year.

SOAK Is Q Joke

The facts are that the Corp is more than
pulling their own weight. Without them Healy
basement would be a wasteland of university
rip-offs. Have you been to the bookstore
lately?
Actually the university isn't out to get
you, but they can't do things as cheaply as
students willing to put up with dirt cheap
salaries. And, since students are willing to go
out 0[' their way to make life a little more
pleasant at Georgetown, why can't the
university be slightly more supportive, instead
of viewing us merely as a source of revenue?
Despite all its faults, Georgetown is still a
great place to go to school (this is the HOY A
speaking) bu~ time after time it seems as if the
University becomes insensitive to the plight of
the average student. All the Corp wants to do
is give students the best prices in town, an
incredible undertaking.
We don't want Georgetown to become an
exclusive school for the very rich. Organizations such as the Corp are working hard to
pull in some of the slack. Maybe the
University can help out. The Corp and
student sena.te (Debby who?) should lobby
with the university to help preserve one of
Georgetown's best buys.

Henry Kissinger, the University
Professor of Diplomacy, has come
under fire from a group called
SOAK' Students Opposed to the
ApPOintment of Kissinger. The group
feels that the Kissinger appointment
"condones and legitimizes his past
conduct as Secretary of State and
National Security Advisor." This
argument and others set out by
SOAK lack a certain rigor.
Let me note, before starting, that
I am not Kissinger's most ardent fan.
Those in the university community
with elephantine memories might
remember a column I wrote last
semester' which was critical of Kis·
singer's Helsinki agreement.
Neverthless, the Kissinger appoint·
ment does not, as SOAK contends,
condone or legitimize his past con·
duct. This university, any university,
is not a repository of cut-and'dried
fact. The function o~ a university is
to expand the limits of knowledge,
and to conserve the truth of the past.
The intellectual battleground is
less one of establishing fact, than of
interpreting and applying facts in
meaningful relationships. Because we
are human, there is room for error,
and the prudent academic policy is
one which allows for a wide variety
of moral opinions.
There is, in fact, ample lOom for
Henry Kissinger in the intellectual
and moral climate of Georgetown. A
univ-ersity that can allow Father
Richard McSorley, a pacifist, and
James Atkinson, a hard·liner on
military policy, to teach on the same
faculty clearly is not endorsing either
man's opinion. Nor would the
apPOintment of Kissinger, who is

clearly somewhere between the two
men, condone his position.
SOAK insists that Kissinger's
"unquestionabley immoral conduct"
will not allow him to fulfill the
Univers i ty 's
"criteria,"whatever
those might be. The morality of
Kissinger's foreign policy is debatable, but the language of the SOAK
resolution smacks of hysteria.

utilize his outside timF! as he wishes.

SOAK complains that the "atmos·
phere of secrecy and intricjue"
surrounding Kissinger's appearances
are "incompatible with the spirit of
free inquiry in an open academic
environment." The lack of logic here
is breathtaking. SOAK is so mOl"ally
myopic that they can pontificate on
academic freedom even as they seek
Kissinger's pOSition, moreover, is to . deny Kissinger his academic
definitely within the mainstream of freedom ..
political and ethical conduct, a calim
And it is absolutely unquestionthat can be made only tenuously for
SOAK. Although those in the main- alble that the man has a lot to offer.
stream may be wrong( especially For better or for worse, eh ran the
when the mainstream is liberal), foreign policy of one of the worid's
intellectually honest
opponents superpowers for eight years. In scope
should be interested in meeting the and detail, no one is in a better
callenge head·on, not in banishing it. position to tell the story of our times
To forestall the debate is unwise, than Henry Kissinger. Moreover, he
especially in the name of such was a respected academic at Harvard'
before he entered government sersanctimonious hypocrisy.
vice. Yet SOAK can overlook all this
while waving the banner of academic
freedom.

Catch '89/

Ken Hafettepe
The SOAK position also cites
Kissinger's "activities as. a private
citizen" which are "remote from
concerns of an academic nature."
This is drivel. Many professors on
this campus and all campuses sup·
plement their income through publishing and advising private firms:
Kissinger is no exception. Even if his
other concerns are remote from
academics, so what? As long as he
fulfills the academic requirements of
his contract, he should be allowed to

Such nonsense is to be expected,
though. For all intents and purposes,
moral education has ceased. In its
place is a liberal dose of mishmash
about how everyone must be allowed
to do their own thing. The real test
of that dogma is when someone with
a con trary moral viewpoint comes
along. Often intolerance is the result.
Henry Kissinger is a victim of
SOAK's ill-tuned moral apparatus.
The attack upon him is not only
inconsistent with the liberal doctrine
of toleration (which is useless anyway), but it also shows a distinct
inahility to discern the broad sweep
of moral ideas which deserve our
attention.

SG: See No Evil • • •
., Flying with Icarus/

Back On Track

It was nearly a year ago that we first
learned that Track Coach Joe Lang and
Basketball Coach] ol1n Thompson had signed
contracts which apparently committed the
University to fund their programs (which
amount to over $200,000) without any
reductions for up to five years.
This came shortly after the Student Senate
had passed a resolution calling fOl" the
elimination of the scholarship track program
and after the MCFC starteq making similar
noises.
Now, the Athletic subcommittee is trying
to get its hands on the non-personal portions
of those contracts so it can detennine what
Georgetown's legal obligations are to the
coaches and the track and basketball programs. But University administrators won't let
the subcommittee view those contracts.
To place all this in perspective we need to
remember that Athletics requested a 16%
increase last year and got half of that. This
was in a year when facul!y requested 10% and
got 6.5%. This year we have been warned to
expect a similar request to last year from the
boys in McDonough.
The main campus can't afford increases of
this size, and it was an incredibly shortsighted act for University administrators to
have committed themselves for five years to a
program, track, which only a few months
previously had been questioned by the

By Doreen Maddy
emotional quotes were impressive,
Now that freshman move-in and but, meanwhile, who's leading the
registration has passed, the Class of campaign ,to,ga,ther studen~ support
81
is
setting its' sites _ onani:lproduce constructive actron.? It
extra-curricular activitie's, and more·
than a few have' already started to ,-,
ask about the biggest pie-in-the-sky, .
of all Student Government. But,
before these young and aspiring
"I'm .going -to ·go -to-law·sch 001"
types start to circulate their names used to be the student representand fellowship like The New York atives who adopted these responTimes,
the
naive, soon-to·be- sibilities. Now, the newspapers seem
constituents should be warned: Have to be doing all the representing while
you seen the offensive parking gates the representatives are giving interin Healy Circle? Have you heard views.
The Administration will continue
about the renovation of the historic
Philodemic Room? Can you imagine to make poor judgements, and the
the expensive townhouse complex
to be situated on one of George·
AH»)
GET
town's last grassy plots overlooking
the river? Well, these, and many
MAll!
more, were brought to you by the
Undergraduate Student Government.
Not directly, of course, In fact, most
Student Government "represent.
atives" (an~ I use t·he term loosely)
can be heard scoffing at these
debacles of bad planning and mis·
management along with Joe and
Hoya. It seems, though, that in all
the excitement of the campaign and
election last seplester, no one told
these innocentia that the object of
the SG game was to- find out about
Adminstrative blunder before they
become reality.
Last week, one Senator who
'represents' the students on the
University Planning and Building
Committee voiced dissatisfaction
that he was not notified about the
Adminisrations' intentions to put up
the controversial gates. It seem~ that
this elected representative was waiting for Father Healy to come
knocking on his door with the latest
second Healy directive. Another
Senator generously commented on
the 'disgrace' of the Philodemic
Room renovation. His vehement and

Doreen maddy

Athletic Advisory Board, and which since has
been marked for elimination by the Student
Senate and the MeFe.

Now, with the demands of Title IX, the
burden of the track program becomes even
more onerous because it commits the
University to more funding for women's
scholarships for athletics to match the<l'men's
track scholarships. Already more scholarship
money is devoted to athletes in this
UJliversity than to needy students in the
School of Foreign Service. (1975-76 figures.)
And on the financial side of the equation
any sizable increase can only be funded from
one source and that is an increase in tuition
which funds over 80% of all main campus
budgets.
So by keeping the track program we could
lose both ways. We'll pay more in tuition and
get less in financial aid.
In light of these facts it's import,ant that
the MCrC know exactly wllcre we stand
legally in our obligations to the track
program. And that means seeing the nonpersonal portions of the contracts.
The decisions to sign these contracts, with
all their onerous commitments were made
behind closed doors. That kind of thing can't
happen again. And that means the MCrC
must be allowed to see the Lang and
Thompson contracts now.

students will continue to mutter
about the lack of effective imput.
Meanwhile; we're still electing our
prestigious Senator's according to the
most stylish poster or tile friend.liest
grin: "Oh, you say you'ie in favor of
re-organizing SG to make it more
effective? And, even though you
don't know anything about the
issues, you're willing to try your
darned best? Fine. Fine. you've got
my vote." Maybe we'll get lucky, and
the Administration will insist that we
only elect a responsible, hardworking Student Government. In the
mean time,' I suppose we're all
fortunate that stUdents are still
allowed to play in Healy Basement.

:c NEVER
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letters

LIFE Policy Committee, should lead themselves. It does seem strange (or
to the ,conclusion that stude'nts not so strange, depending on your
should be consulted. I am curious as view) that action in the, proper
committees occurred only after the
to why this was not- done.
It also appears that there is feeling majority of students were off campus
in the Administration that this at the end of May.
As with the parking gates, plans
committee should not be a policymaking committee, Once again, the for the Philodemic room appeared
word Policy should indicate the pur- after the campus had 'cleared of
pose for which the committee was students. Except for reports from the
student newspapers, no one would
established.
I feel that since very significant have known of the conversion till
changes are being made with the after the new furniture was placed.
The neatest of-the operations has
powers of the committee, I would
like to ask you to rescind your to be the demotion of the SLPC to
decision until after a constructive the status of an advisory board. The
dialogue with representatives of the HOYA printed that there was "surprising lack of student resistance" to
student body has taken place.
the decision. I find if difficult to
Thank your for your time.
imagine any type of organized
Sincerely yours,
reaction considering one· fourth of
Scott Ozmun
Student Senator C '80 the student body was entirely new
and the rest faced with move-in,
registration and first classes.
To me, these three happenings
point to a problem-a lack of
To the Editor: '
communication
between
AdThere seems to be a problem with ministration and the Student Body.
communication here at Georgetown. Whether consciously or not, student
Since arriving on Friday, Aug. 26, I,
along with the rest of the student
body of Georgetown, have been
faced with the news of the "unplugging" of the Student Life
Policy Committee, the installation of
parking gates in the Healy Circle, and
the conversion of the Philodemic
Macke vending machines not with
Society Room into office space. standing, we live in an age of
Surprise!
technological wonders. Everything is
The Healy parking gates seem to bigger, better and faster. Why, the
be the most complete of the registrar's computer can foul up
operations. I read or saw no notice more course schedules in 20 minutes
whatsoever concerning them during than the entire administration could
the summer. Students I have talked in fifty years.
to seem to be more aware of the
Once it took horse·drawn wagons
"flower pot fiasco" than the plann- the better part of a week to traverse
ing and installation of the gates the swamplands of Northern Virginia. Today the University can jet its
collection of fops, fogeys and fossils
for Board of Directors meetings and
jet them back to the geriatric ward
in less than a day.
Man is reaching out. Nine to five
each day astronomers train their
instruments on remote areas of the
Milky Way and listen for radio signals
(alternative or otherwise) from other
civilizations. Unfortunately, this ignores the fact that if extraterrestrial
life is really intelligent, they'll know
MEET ON SEPTEMBER 1', 9: PM
it's cheaper to phone after eleven on
weekends.
AT THE HOYA OFFICE - COPLEY BSMT
It is a cause for pity then that in
an age of such scientific enlrglifenment so much superstition
and cult adherence stm persists. The
latest fad is the Von Daniken school

standards 'which the members of
SOAK with all their vast expereince
have deemed necessary, but I question whether SOAK has the right to,
impose its standards on anyone else,
particularly as it is not at all clear
Dear Sir:
that the moral standards of SOAK
I have been a student at this are superior to Dr. Kissinger's, mine
university for the past five years,and or yours.
God, and the Registrar's computer,
The appointment of Dr. Kissinger
willing, I will be here for three more is one of the best things to have
years. During these years, I have happened to this university since I
witnessed many instances of the type came here five years ago. Even of one
of reaction the appointment of disagrees with him, and reasonable
Dr. Kissinger seems to be receiving. men can differ, the right of free
They have always struck me as rather speech applies even to ex-Secretaries
narrow-minded, and the present of State. The issue here is academic
instance is no exception.
freedom. The students of GeorgeThe charges levelled at Dr. Kis- town are quitE\ mature enough to
singer, frankly, seem either irrelevant make up their minds regarding Dr.
or frivolous. For instance the charge Kissinger as a moral or intellectual
that Dr. Kissinger is insufficiently model, and I would resist the
concerned with academics is interest- attempts of SOAK or the ad·
ing. Of course, he did have a few ministration, or the media to impose
years experience as a' teacher in a their choices on us.
small finishing school up in Boston,'
John S. Sciortino
but this, in itself, should be an
BSFS '76 JDIMSFS '80
indication that he' is uninterested in
academics. Of course, he could have
gone to some other university, where
he would receive twice as much
money and be listed as professor on
three or four classes, which, accord- ,Dear Father Healy:
I am writing this to express my
ing to their traditions, would be
taught by graduate assistance, but, objections to the recent changes in
again, his choice to come to George· the SLPC constitution. I also find the
town where he, himself, would have timing of these changes to be objecto teach manifests a total lack of tionable. Naturally, you will not find
concern for anything other than a great backlash of stUdent opposition when the changes are announced
power,money, and reputation.
But, SOAK's major concern is at a time when students are just
that Dr. Kissinger is immoral and getting back on campus.
One of my biggest objections conhence not a fit teacher for Georgetown students. Perhaps he will cerning these changes is the fact that
corrupt their minds, a charge not the student body was not consulted
unknown in history. Perhaps Mr. (Le. Student Government). The very
Kissinger does not fulfill the moral _ name of the committee, STUDENT
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Kissinger
Defended

MoreSLPC

SLPCGripes

opinion was bypassed in each of the responsible for a formal, priced
three cases. Over the years, an inventory accounting at the end of
elaborate system of committees and each month.
boards has been established to
Hopefully such inaccuracies in
incorporate student participation in reporting will not be a frequent
the workings of the institution. To practice of the lloya.
me, the abuse or misuse of that
Secondly the Cafe has employed a
system shows blatant disregard and very competent student accountant
disrespect by the administration since January 1977. This fulfills Mr.
towards all students here at George. ' Lasnier's recommendation as quoted
town.
by the Hoya.
Cathy Cutbill, General Manager
Keith Dorman SFS'79
Center Cafe

Cafe
Corrections
To the Editor:
I wish to correct and qualify two
statements regarding the Center Cafe
which appeared in the August 27th
issue of the Hoya.
'
The front page article on the
Pub's inventroy controls cited a lack
of such practices at the Cafe. This is
not correct. The Caie has employed
purchasers since the fall of 1976.
They take a daily inventory and are

Editors Note: It is -1l' great relief that
someone down m the UnilJersity
Center is doing something right. It is
curious to note that your superior
Mary Parrish knows nothing of the
Cafe's fiscal responsibility. When the
Roya asked her whether the Cafe was
going to halJe stricter budgetary
guidelines, she said the Cafe was
"different" than the Pub, in that it
doesn't deal primarily in a liquid
commodity (beer). She says that the
Cafe doesn't require such stringent
controls. We're glad to hear that you
do.

StalBoles
of non-thought, which holds that
Earth in days of yore was visited by
Blinger and his countrymen who
built the pyramids, founded civ·
ilization and used Stonehenge as a
squash court.
Georgetown, too, has been drag·
ged kicking and screaming into this
controversy following the publica·
tion of a new treatise by Classics Pro·

OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

Splitting Infinitives/

IN ADVERTISING, MARKETING, BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTING
WITH THE HOYA NEWSPAPER

Greg Kitsock
'fessor P. Brane. The book, titled
In Search of Ancient Hoyas , explores the thesis that Georgetown
was not founded by the Jesuits at all
but was built by little green men
Neptune before the dawn of time.
Brane's hypothesis rests on the
discovery of artifacts which suggest
the existence of a pre·Columbian
technical civilization on campus.
Among these is a 4,000 year old beer
can found in the tunnels beneath

Copley. The brand is Budweiser,
while scholars all agree that North
American aborigines of the period
preferred Stroh's
Brane also tries to prove that the
"gods" of the ancient Aztecs and
Incans were the same ones who
founded this University. He cites as
evidence Neolithic cave drawings
which
show
unmistakable representations of I Am Here Cards,
the MCFC, and a pantheon of deities
ascending to Valhalla in a GUTS bus,
Strangest of all are the signs scattered
across the district which bear the
name of the legendary Aztec ruler
PED XING.
What happened to these gods?
Some maintain that they were
suddenly felled by a crisis of
cataclysims proportions. Others say
they couldn't find a parking space
anymore.
At any rate, Prof. Brane's scholary
opus has stirred up torrents of
controversy among his colleagues,
who don't know whether to grant
him tenure for his fine publishing
record or have him committed.
(Editor's note: He could share a
padded cell with this columnist).

Come Row For Georgetown
First Practice for Nevv Recruits
Saturday September 1 0, 1977
10 AM Healy Circle
G.U.R.A.

HELEN THOMAS

NOTED UPI WHITE HOUSE
CORRESPONDENT TO
SPEAK THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER 22, AT 8 P.M.
HEALY 104
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alts & featules
Ex-Hoya Lends Secretarial.
Skills to Social Democrats
by Joe Ryan
Last Memorial Day the biennial
convention of the youth section of
Social Democrats, U.S.A .. elected
Chris Mueller (SFS '76) its national
secretary. Mueller's duties are to
handle world-wide correspondence
and to plan educational activities for
the youth section. The Social Democrats, the successors of the Socialist
Party, work now within the Democratic Party.
Mueller began his involvement
with Social Democrats two years ago
when he met several of them as
co-workers in Henry Jackson's presidential campaign. Through them he·
became involved with the AFL-CIO
Committee On Political Education
(COPE) and Frontlash, a voter
education and registration group that
works with the labor movement. He
organized voter registration projects
in North Carolina and in upstate New
York before assuming his new

""GUcangive
alternatives to
humdrum liberal
viewpoints. "
position at the Social Democrats'
national office in New York City last
June.
In a telephone interview last week
Mueller discussed his political career
and his views of Georgetown University. Describing his success in politics
as a matter of "being in the right
place at the right time, "Mueller
recalled that his work on the Jackson
campaign led to his work in the labor
movement, because his views as a
Jackson supporter coincided with
many beliefs of the AFL-CIO. He
also mentioned that his willingness
"to work for sub- professional
salaries" made it easy for him ,to
prove himself and to assume greater
responsibilities at higher salaries later
on.
Mueller keeps in contact with
other young political workers
~lJrough the Social Democrats' campaigns for human rights and full
employment. The campaigns originated OWl the summer in New York
and will soon spread to Washington,
D_C. , Los Angeles, San Francisco
and other cities. The ultimate aim of
the campaigns, Mueller explains, is
"to extend democracy from the
political sphere to the social and
economic spheres all over the
world."
Mueller's advice to politically
active students is "to find a case of
outrageous social injustice and to
create a fulfilling activity to solve
the problem." He believes that the
American political system helps one
eliminate injustice, because it allows
for the forming of coalitions with
groups which disagree with him on
some issues. According to Muller, the
Social Democrats work quite often
with both the College Democrats and
the Young Democrats.

Christoph Mueller

Many Americans would be sur·
prised t'o learn that the SociaI
Democrats composed much of Daniel
P. Moynihan's primary and general
election campaign staffs. However,
Mueller is not surprised, since Moy·
nihan and the Social Decocrats agree
on most issues.
Mueller hopes to work with
campus groups during his two year
term of office to eliminate the lack
of awareness of the positions of the
Social Democrats and their allies in
the AFL-CIO. He expressed a willingness to work with campus Repub·
lican clubs to help eliminate what he
calls "a tendency toward liberal
isolationism in academic circles."
Mueller believes this tendency de·
veloped as "an over· reaction to the
Viet Nam War." His own view of the
war holds that America failed in Viet
Nam at least in part because it did
not support democratic forces back
in the 1940's when the Communists
began to take control of the anti·
colonialist movement. He believes
that American have failed to realize
the importance of supporting democracy until it has been too late to
convince the peoples of the Third
World that America is a better friend
than the Soviet Union. According to
Mueller, the poor nations can have
democracy, especially with the support of the United States. Botswana,
he said, stands as an example of
democracy in the Third World which
disproves the Theory that democracy
can exist only in Western industrial
societies.
In other areas of foreign policy,
Mueller believes that America should
maintain ':strong, unequivocal support for Israel's right to exist" and
should stop making "unilateral concessions to the Soviet Union in
Europe. "Mueller contends that the
alleged liberality and independence
of European Communist parties
should not be believed as long as
those parties receive political and
financial support from the Soviet
Union. All of these foreign policy
positions led two weeks ago to the
expUlsion of America's Social Democrats from the International Union of
Socialist Youth, which, Mueller laments, had wanted the Americans to
recognize the Palestine Liberation
Organization. Mueller is especially
disappointed with the behavior of
the Young Socialist(Jusos) of his
native Germany. They contend that
Communists and Social Democrats
should form united fronts, while
Mueller views Communism and
democracy as complete opposites.
Mueller credits the Government
Department of Georgetown with
having helped him form his political
views, especially in regard to foreign
policy. He praises his former government professors for having given him
"refreshing alternatives to the
fashionable,
hum-drum, 'liberal'
viewpoints of professors at many
other universities."
Georgetown
government professors, he contends,
do an excellent job of presenting
various points of view to their
classes, while their colleagues in the
Economics Department "give students little exposure to views outside
of the classical, free market school."
Mueller fears that the views of
econo~ics professors, coupled with
the high number of wealthy students at the university, could prevent
students here from modest back·
grounds from learning the views of
people outside upper-middle class
families. He wishes that less wealthy
studen ts could afford to attend the
School of Foreign Service, which he
believes has "the best undergraduate
curriculum of any school in the
country." Mueller hopes that Georgetown students will develop "good
social consciences," which he found
lacking when he studied here.

Mr. Mueller welcomes any comments on his opinions. He can be
contacted in care of Joe Ryan, The
HOYA, Copley Basement.

BOOKS
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Celebrate the gay experience at •..
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2012, S Street, NW Washington, D.C.
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OHthe Record
sweet romanticizing to Carl Palmer's
Romper Room rhythm band back.beat drumming and Keith Emerson's
tuberculoid organ tones. Emerson's
classically oriented "Piano Concert
No.1" is the only worthwhile piece
in what is otherwise a suprisingly
poor two-record set.
JT (James Taylor) In what is his
finest album since MUD SLIDE
SLIM, Taylor has removed himself
from the gloomy tunes of his early
albums to produce a sharp and bright
set of songs that have served to revive
the career of a performer whose
originality and creativity had once
catapulted him to the top of the
music industry.
Other highly recommended sum·
mer releases would be EVEN IN THE
QUIETEST MOMENTS,
Super·
tramp's best album to date; I
ROBOT,
superb second album
performed by various musicians recruited by music's most talented
.producer/engineer, Alan Parsons (he
is responsible for the sounds of
DARK SIDE OF THE MOON and
ABBEY ROAD to name just two)
and recording under the name, "The
Alan Parsons Project."; MOROCCAN
ROLL, The second Brand X album,
featuring the percussive skills of
Genesis drummer/vocalist Phil Col·
lins, and, finally, THIS TIME IT'S
FOR REALby Southside Johnny and
the Asbury Jukes, an album whose
Aided by the
title says it all.
songwriting talents of Bruce Springsteen and Steve Van Zandt, the Jukes
have shown that they are here to
stay.

by Larry Friedman
As the summer draws to an end,
every music critic seems obliged to
analyze the sultry season in terms of
its musical offering. Thus, as commonplace as it may be, want follows
is a sampling of this summer's most
popular .and noted releases in the
pop.rock field. I'M IN YOU (Peter
Frampton) The long-awaited follow
up .to Frampton's unbelieveably
succ~ssfut live album (it is owned by
one out of every ten Americans)
proves to be a tacky and arrogantly
'C slick
release devoid of any new
g musical direction. Save for a few
....
o0- bright moments (his popular version
'< of Stevie Wonder's "Signed, Sealed,
€ Delivered"), Frampton's latest lacks
.. the flashy and creatively catchy style
SJ that gave him his much earned
; success.
NETHER LANDS (Dan Fogelberg) While this album has sold
exceptionally well and has been
termed the professional pinnacle of
Fogelberg's career, it too suffers
numerous creative stories during .his
by Ed O'Neill
from a lack of memorable melodies,
tenure as News Editor. (Which
"Anytime I can separate this usually filled half of each issue.)
a crucial componet fo the artist's
University from $200, I co.nsider that
He was selected over nine other style. As always, the arragements and
a good deal. ",-Greg Kitsock.
orchestrations are superb yet the
writers who had submitted articles
songwriting falls short.. CSN (Crosby,
Gregory Kitsock, Associate Editor published during the school year
Stills & Nash) A definitively great
for the HOY A was named the winner The competition was judged by Dr.
of the Edward B. Bunn, S.J. Award Jesse Mann, philosophy; Mr. Charles album, certainly their finest collaborative work since their debut as a
for Journalistic Excellence for 1977 Paffenberg, Washington Post; Mr.
at Georgetown University. The William Delany, Washington Star; trio. The album is a tapestry of
classic CSN tunes and Graham Nash's
award, presented each year to the and Nancy Raley, public relations.
Concerning his future on the "Cathedral" should emerge as a close
premier student journalist, consists
rival to "Suite: Judy Blue Eyes" as
of $200 in cash, (Greg doesn't trust HOYA, Kitsock quipped, "I intend
the band's single greatest hit.
the University's checks), and a silver to keep writing for the HOYA until I
DECEPTIVE BENDS (10cc) Most
medallion. It is named in honor of leave Georgetown or until Mac takes
observers thought that when lOcc
the Rev. Edward B. Bunn, S.J., my crayon away."
The runner-up for the honor was was reduced to a two-man band
President of Georgetown from
Susan Werlinich, who worked as Arts following last years departure of Lol
1952-64.
Kitsock, now a Grad student in Editory and Managing Editory of the Creme and Kevin Godley, the result
would be something somewhat less
German, earned his award by writing VOICE.
than 5cc. The second-guessers were
proven wrong when Graham Gould
A special blend of fact, gossip, man
and Eric Stewart released this
trivia and just plain dirt
album, a certain choice a~ one of the
When the coach section of GU
Who was the first actor to kill finest records of recent months. As
senior Dave Rabideau's flight from John Wayne on screen and what was songwriters, the duo has mastered
Rochester back to Washington was the movie?
the art of elaborate pop-rock
filled, it looked for a while like Dave
schmaltz with brilliant and com*
*
*
might get "bumped." Instead, he was
mercially
successful songs. 10cc has
The English Department's Pat
put in first class, sitting next to none Hanen recently moved to a new since become a sextet and will be
other than Carter aide Midge Cos- apartment in the suddenly-chic releasing a live album this winter.
tanza, who had returned to Roches- Adams-Morgan section of D_C. ReGOING FOR THE ONE (Yes) the
ter for a speech. Dave got to dazzle cent features in The Washington Post finest album of the summer, imher for an hour with all that magazine Potomac and on WTOP-TV portant as it marks the triumphant
economic knowledge he learned form have praised the eclectic ethnic return of a sorely missed rock
Father Zrinyi.
neighborhood, saying that it is the institution. With the re-addition of
* * *
closest thing to the upper West side keyboardist Rick Wakeman and a
Assistant Dean of the College· of New York that the District has to retreat to more melodic and accessRosalind Cowie roundly denies an offer. A far ~ry from Reed College, ible music, this is Yes' finest work
unconfirmed rum our (also known as eh Pat?
since CLOSE TO THE EDGE.
an out-take) that she can't keep up
GOING FOR THE ONE is a truly
* * *
with poet/jogger Roland Flint on
excellent recording that will likely be
Do not try to add into remembered as a milestone project in
ther morning sprints. While admitting
that Flint had been a half-hearted History of Art I . New Fine Arts the career of a band that is widely
harrier a mite longer than she, Cowie Professor Carra Ferguson has been regarded as Europe's best rock
has been ,jogging for a good five playing to Standing Room Only combo.
years, enough to keep the com- crowds in Lauinger's Audio-Visual
WORKS (Emerson, Lake & Palroom. The performance is said to be mer) WhiJe technically a spring
petition at bay.
somewhere between Sir Kenneth release, this recording deserves menClark and Mary Hartman which
tion as a pretentiously prepared
* * *
makes for a lively yet intelligent
garbage effort, showcasing the band's
Howard Penniman of the Governclass. You won't be seeing double if
ment Department, having spent six the spring schedule of classes reads worst traits from Greg Lake's sickly
weeks this summer in such disparate
,"Carra Ferguson, Carra Ferguson."
climes as Israel, Trukey, Spain and
Ireland while sifting through election
* * *
The vacancy in the Doris Leavey
returns, this week took on an
election wilder than all of the above: Professor of Government chair
the New York mayoral Race. Penni- created by Martin Diamon's untimely
man's expecting another all nighter death will not be filled this semester.
Feelers went out to Washington
while calling the election for ABC.
Penniman's favorite anecdote Post's Pulitzer Prize-winning columfrom the campaign so far came from nist George F. Will, who has a
a debate during which Mario Cuomo Ph.D. in political science from Princeturned to Bella Abzug and com· ton, but other commitments made
plained, "Bella, you're lying, you're him unavailable.
" ·si\oqmoD "1.J.L
lying, you're lying and you're good
U! 'W<lU <I:m.lf/ :1:I3MSNV 'IVIAm.L
at it."

a

Small Town Boy Makes Good

LONELY?

NEED AFRIEND?

Rumours

ALL
IS NOT LOSTI
(Unless you work for
the HOVA
Features Staff)..

Organizational
Meeting
2:00 PM, Today
Hoya Office
Copley Basement

B.V.O.B.

The Campus CinemQ
The Exorcist
Dir.: William Friedkin
The Exorcist was William Friedkin's follow-up to The French
Connection. Based on the novel by
GU grad William Peter Blatty, the
film features numerous shots of
Georgetown's campus and Prospect
Street.
Linda Blair portrays the young

girl who is possessed by the devil.
Ellen Burstyn plays her distraught
mother, Jason Miller plays 'a distraught young Jesuit, and Max von
Sydow plays a distraught old Jesuit.
This film is not for the weak of
stomach, as Friedkin pulls out the
stops and keeps everyone on the edge
of their seats. Seldom does a film
grasp its audience as this one does.

11111 CAPITAlS.

IE SELLAS l1li1
AS IE put

The Washington Capitals are the
hardest working team in hockey. And so
is our sales team.
The Capitals are looking for bright,
aggressive, sports-oriented people who
would like to be part of the Washington
Capitals Sales Force.

Call David Rubinstein
today at 350-3400.

Our poster selection includes
Picasso, Lautrec, Vogue,
old movies and advertisements
(while they last: Gone with the wind)
35th and N St8., Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-6:30 Sunday 12-5
(behind Walsh)
965.-1943

Also: memo boards, candles, planters, flower pots.
canvas totes, place mats, T-shirts

trhere IS,. differen~e!!!
·NE"WMCAT

.GMAT • SAT

• LSAT

• OAT

• VAT .GRE .OCAT .VQE

• NATIONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
• FLEX
• ECFMG
Flexible Programs and Hours

f

Over 38 years of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous home study materials. Courses· that are constantly updated.
Centers open days and weekends all year. Complete tape
~ JJ
facilities for review of class lessons and
for use of supplementary materials. Make-n.
ups for missed lessons at our centers.

M

For information call 244-3010

N

TES~='
SPECIALISTS SINCE 193a

4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
~_ _ _ _.Affiliated

Washington, D.C. 20008

J

Centers in Major U. S. Cities _ _ _ _ _...."
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7:15 pulls into Rosslyn
Photography by Mark Habeeb
Written by Kenneth Hafertepe

For live special effects that rival
those of Star Wars , one can now
take a journey that speeds from
Norther Virginia under the Potomac
into downtown Washington for -40¢
The latest word in mass transit is
METRO, and as George Allen might
say, the future is now.
The new line runs from National
Airport to RFK Stadium. Eventually
it will stretch into the suburbs, but
for now Rosslyn, Crystal City and
the Pentagon are served in the
Virginia side. District stops include
Foggy Bottom (GW), the Metro
Center (which is almost in the
basement of the downtown Wood·
ies), the Smithsonian, and Capitol
Hill South.
Fares are between 40 and 50 cents
during rush hours, though for com·
muters is the additional expense of
taking buses to the METRO station.
The bus system has been coordinated
to feed into the Rosslyn and
Pentagon stations in Virginia, and
very few buses now cross the Key
Bridge.
Among the most startling electronic innovations is the system of
farecards. Before descending to the
subway proper, the rider must buy a
card from a machine, which prints
out how much money the card is
worth. The cost of each ride is
automatically deducted when the
rider leaves the station. If the
amount on the card is not enough to
pay for the ride just completed, the
card reader instructs the patron to go
to a machine called Addfare, which
accepts additional money and duly
notes it on the card.
Such computerized wizardry is
amusing, but the view from the top
of the Rosslyn station is simply
awesome. Before you is the second
longest escalator in the world (only
Moscow has one that is longer.) It
takes a couple of minutes just to ride
the thing all the way down.
The ease and efficiency of rapid
rail travel are almost enough to make
you forget that METRO isn't break·
ing even, or coming close to it. At
40<,1 a shot, a ride on this expensive
line is a pretty good deal.

Luxurious interior ...

... Luxurious exterior

".-.'

,

",

METRO Center

Cash into computer-coded cards

The infamous Rosslyn Escalator
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We'll eat your reading and.
studying time to the IIone.
COME TO A FREE MINI-LESSON
(with absolutely no obligation, of cours.)
... No reservations necessary • choose the most convenient time.

Graduates of the Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics Course read an average of 5 times
faster than when they started ... and they
understand more!

We're talking about the same course President
Kennedy had his Joint Chiefs of Staff take.
Senators and Congressmen have taken it. So
have Captains of Industry. Why not you?

You think we're putting you on? It doesn't
sound believable? Well, you'd better believe it.

Over 500,000 people have completed our
course and found it's actually easier to read

faster. You can be a slow reader, have Q
medium-size 10; it takes no special brains,
skills or talents. Just eyes. We'll show you how
you can read and study faster in only one hour
at a free Mini-Lesson. The burden of proof
is all on us-you've got nothing to lose but
your grind.
.

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS -------...
DATE

TIME

LOCATION

DATE

TIME

LOCATION

DATE

TIME

LOCATION

SUNDAY
Sept. 11

3 pm

Holiday Inn· Tyson's Corner
1960 Chain Bridge Road (Rt.123)
McLean/Tyson's Corner

TUESDAY
Sept. 13

3 pm
&
8 pm

University of Maryland
Newman Student Center
Guilford Drive & Knox Roac
College Park

SUNDAY
Sept. 18

3 pm

&

&

Howard Johnso_n's . Alexandria
U.S. Route # 1 at Beltway
Alexandria

·8 pm
SUNDAY
Sept. 11

3 pm

&
8 pm

SUNDAY
Sept'. 11

Statler CCapital) Hilton Hotel
16th & K Streets, N.W.
Washington

8 pm

Ramada Inn . Bethesda
8400 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda

MONDAY
Sept. 12

3pm
&
8 pm

Concordia United Church
20th & G Streets, N.W.
Washington

MONDAY
Sept. 12

5:30 pm
&
8 pm

Marriott Key Bridge Hotel
Rosslyn - Key Bridge
Arlington

MONDAY
Sept. 12

5:30 pm
&
8 pm

Quality Motel - College Park
7200 Baltimore Blvd. (Route 1)
College Park

TUESDAY
Sept. 13

5:30 pm
&
8 pm

Holiday Inn . Springfield
Keene Mill Road at Interstate 95
Springfield

3 pm

&

WEDNESDAY 5:30 pm
Sept. 14
&
8 pm

-Ramada Inn . Bethesda
8400 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda

WEDNESDAY 5:30 pm
Sept. 14
&
8 pm

Ramada Inn . Alexandria
Seminary Road at 1·95
Alexandria

THURSDAY 5:30 pm
Sept. 15
&
8 pm

Ramada Inn· Lanham
Beltway Exit·30E & Rt. 450
Lanham/New Carrollton

FRIDAY
Sept. 16

Statler (Capital) Hilton Hotel
16th & K Streets, N.W.
Washington

5:30 pm
&
8 pm

SATURDAY 10 am·
Sept. 17
&
2 pm
SATURDAY 10 am
Sept. 17
&
2 pm

Mariott Key Bridge Hotel
Rosslyn· Key Bridge
Arlington
Ramada Inn . Lanham
Beltway Exit 30E & Route 450
LanhalJl/New Carrollton

8 pm
SUNDAY
Sept. 18

3 pm

&
8 pm

MONDAY
Sept. 19

5:30 pm
8 pm

Holiday Inn· Springfield
Keene Mill Road at Interstate 95
Springfield

MONDAY
Sept. 19

5:30 pm
&
8 pm

Ramada Inn· Lanham
Beltway Exit 30E & Rt. 450
Lanham/New Carrollton

MONDAY
Sept. 19

5:30 pm
&
8 pm

Ramada Inn - Bethesda
8400 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda

TUESDAY
Sept. 20

5:30 pm
&
8 pm

Holiday Inn - Tyson's Corner
1960 Chain Bridge Rd. (At. 123)
McLean/Tyson's Corner.

TUESDAY
Sept. 20

5:30 pm
&
8 pm

Holiday Inn· Silver Spring
8777 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring

&

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
PHONE: 347-4567

Marriott Key Bridge Hotel
Posslyn . Key Bridge
Allington

'.1

,

"
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G'lacken Steps Up From Pros to College
by Cindy Chilton
Back in those Pop Warner football
days every 4th grader's ambition in
life is to play in the pros when he
grows up. He polishes his helmet
after every scrimmage,. collect pictures of Bart Starr that wallI1aper his
bedroom anticipating that one day,
years" away, when he'll be named
MVP of the National Football
League.
However, few players attain the
status of the pro ranks. There are
always those thousands lilf players
who, after a successful \but yet
torturing collegiate career, discover
that what was an outstanding
running back on t1'1e collegiate level
may barely be a 4th stringer (if he's
so lucky) in the pros
Scotty Glacken, Hoya football
coach for the last seven years, proved
that childhood dreams do come true.
After a successful career at quarterback at Duke University, Glacken
was chosen in the 4th· round of the
1966 National Football League draft.
However, what is unusual about
G[acken's accomplishment is that
after being given the opportunity to
play in the, pros, he decided to take
another route. After playing for the
Denver Broncos for two seasons,
Glacken retired from professional
football.

10th String

In Glacken's freshman year at
Duke, he had the not-so· illustrious
distinction of being the #10 quater·
back on t.he squad. With a little luck
and a lot of determination, he moved

contact sport. The American public
loves that aspect of it."
Glacken defines football as essen. tially a game of fear. Every player on
the field knows he will have to
deliver the first blow to get the
better of his opponent. "Sure, you
think of getting hurt before and after
the game, but once the opening gun
goes off, that thought disappears.
Most football players really have
little regard for their body. They
have to, to go through what we do,"
admits Glacken.
Despite last' year's dismal 1-7
'finish, Glacken has enmassed an
impressive 32-24-[ record in his seven
year coaching stint here at the
Hilltop.
His professional experience has
~ added a valuable dimension to the
~ Hoya team. He has put quarterback
Bob Sitz through the same drills he
himself did at Duke and Denver. The
rest of the team's workout is similar
and as extensive as the University of
Maryland's.

Lack of Support
According to Glacken, "The big.
gest problem of the Hoya team is the
lack of support it receives from the
entire school. Not enough emphasis
is placed on football here."
Glacken stressed that the primary
reason he and the Hoya gidders
played football was for, the personal
satisfaction of the game. "They're all
playing for themselves. There is
tremendous spirit on this team. The
kids are really giving their all at the
practices. It's a shame we don't have
better facilities ... "
So continues the saga of sports at
Georgetown. There's an avid interest
and ambition in football, but a
scarcity of funds to upgrade the
program- just the opposite of pro
ball. But practicing as he preaches,
Scotty G[acken emphasizs to his
players Lhat although winning is
great, its far from everything. And
once you get to the top, the view
may not be as good as you once
thought it was.

Glacken makes a point to his troops.
up to the #2 slot by the time spring
practice opened. Glacken continued
his collegiate career starting at
quarterback for the next three
seasons, earning an honorable mention All-American award. When time
came around for the pro draft in the
the spring of '66, The Broncos
snatched him up. At tlie time, the
Broncos had the second worst record
in the league, barely ahead of the
league's basement tenants, the expan·
sion Miami Dolphins.
In Glacken's rookie year, he

started two games at quarterback.
For two seasons he alternated the
throwing assignment with other
teamates. The highlight of his career
came when he quarterbacked the
first AI victory against an NL
team-the Detroit Lions-and was
awarded the game ball. Quite an
achievement·even if it was only an
exhibition game. Then Glacken was
faced with a difficult situation: he
was traded to the Oakland Raiders.
At the same time, he was offered
a position with the stock brokerage

Close-up

-S;,,_

t(~'S4~L

of the differences between collegiate
and pro football. The amateurism of
college days soon disappeared. The
players thaL Galcken was to compete
against were professionals, in every
sense of the word. Money came to be
the biggest factor in the pros?
negotiation and contract desputes
turned football of the '60's into the
political circus that it is today.
Glacken discovered that one in
the NFL, football was regarded as
simply a job and no longer a game.
The thrill of playing for the fun of it
was gone. Coaches treated their
players much like a boss would treat
hes employees. This porved to be the
key to his decision to retire from
football.

Game of Fear
firm of Johnston, Lemmon and Co.
The commercialism that has dehere in D.C. "My wife and I decided
that it was time to settle down and veloped has reduced football to a
raise a family. That was more mere business, "says Glacken," ...
important to me at the t.ime than football's biggest asset is that it is a
playing pro ball," admitted Glacken.
Glacken felt that he was played
too early in his Bronco career. He
says," you really need to watch the
techniques and skills of the other
experienced quarterbacks. You can't
just rush out onto the field and start
throwing. Otherwise, all you'll pick
! up is bad habits."
& Better competition was only one -

. Join
The HOY.L\
We've gQt
Money
to Burn.

MUSIC LESSONS:

Guitar, ,Recorder. Beginners,
advanced. Parking at studio
in NW D.C ..
John Benaglia 234-1837
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. .and although winning is great, it's far from everything."

66El1ERYTHING
BUT THE
WEED"

TOOLS
FOR FUN
AND
PLEASURE

~~~g!tt5
features
the finest in
smoke and coke
accessories.
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FREE with this coupon
The Premier Issue of

HIGH TIMES MAGAZINE
(Coilector's Edition)
Redeemable only at:

8l1t1l1Vlll1fj

1724 20th St., NW
Washington, D.C.
Quantities strictly limited. One coupon per person please.
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Instructional Course Schedul,e

SPORTS

I

! '
Students may register through the Registrar's Office br by calling the Athletic'
Department (625-40211 for add itional information.

WRITERS

INSTRUCTOR

COURSE
Ballet I
Ballet II

WANTED
in three,states

INTRAMURAL
FOOTBALL
OFFICIALS-present and prospective-are invited to attend a
rules class_ Six sessions covering
an in-depth look at NCAA rules
and interpretations. First class and
organizational meeting Tues.,
Sept. 13, 8 p.m. in IM office.
Twenty-five cent pay increment
per game upon satisfactory completion. For more info, call
625-4292.

,

,

~

Fencing - both novice and intermediate - is among the instructional
courses offered by the Athletic Department this fall.
PLACES: A2 - Activity Area' 2nd Floor of Gym
LTC - Lower Tennis Courts
SC_- Squash Court in Gym

TIME

DAY

PLACE

Armengol
Armengol

TU,Th
Tu, Th

7·8 P
8·9 P

A2
As

Fencing
Novice
Novice
Intermediates

Benedek
Benedek
Benedek

M,W
M,W
Tu, Th

12-1 P
5·7 P

A2
A2
A2

GYmnastics
Novice
Intermediates

Thomas
Thomas

Tu, Th
TU,Th

7:30-8:30 P
8:30-9;30 P

Gym
Gym

Jogging/Physical Fitness

Lang, Kenach, Thomas

12-1 P

Track Off.

Modern Dance
Modern Dance

Sachs

M,W

3-4 P

A2

Tennis
Intermediates
Advanced

Benedek
Benedek

M,W
M,W

1-2 P
2-3 P

LTC
LTC

Tennis
Novice
Intermed iates

Becker
Becker

Tu, Th
Tu, Th

10-11 A
11-12 A

LTC
LTC

Squash
Novice & Intermediates

Benedek

M,W

10-12 A

SC OlCt. 2,

Yoga

Wadsworth

Tu, Th

1-2 P

A2

.M. Th

/

C

J:

lll:

CORDS

NOW $8.98!

>
c..
c..
«

::I:

Join the Foreign Legion
(Paris Imports)

Enlist
•
In
aki

the
General
tore ~-

Ann
Dillon

.

Khaki
Fatigue
Jeans
$8.98

Khaki
Wrap
Skirt
$12.98

Khaki
Cotton
Culottes
$9.98

For ROTC meetings and other occasions·

~
I

Pamela

:."

Cotton
Painter
Jeans
$7.98

'

..

"
,~

....

Khaki
Levi's
Bells
$9.98

Paris
Gab
Slacks
$9.98

Brushed
Denim
Shirt
$11.98

Blue
Denim
Jacket
$11.98

On Arctic maneuvers or visiting Iceland U.
I

/7~~"

Sateen
Field
Jackets
$25.98

*****

Lined
Jungle
Jacket
$24.50

Assorted
Western
Shirts
$8.98

Sherpa
Lined
Jackets
$22.98

Down
Filled
Parka
$39.98

80% Wool
Pea
Coat
$30.98

AND JEANS JEAN.S JEANS 25,000 PAIR $6.98-$12.98

Nylon
Quilted
Parka
$26.50

*****

The Ceneral Store
2424 18th St. N.W.

667-0449
667-0425

Hours: Tues,Wed,Fri,Sat, 10-6 Mon,Thurs, 10-8 'Buses: 40,42,44,90,94,96,98,'R2,L2

from us

REE PARKING

CLOSED SUNDAY

CASH ONL
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Big Foot Lacking As
Soccer Slate Opens
\

"

';~

Georgetown soccer kicks off, the '77 camp~ign Wednesday at Johns Hopkins.

Spiro, Gerry Couldn't Help
This Fall's GU Linksmen

By Mark Goodman
In the not-too-distant past, Spiro
Agnew and Gerry Ford would have
been. welcome additions to the
Georgetown Golf Team.
However, according to Assistant
Athletic Director and Varsity Golf
Coach Steve Stageberg, this fall's
squad' should more than survive
without them.
"This year's team should be
super," Stageburg said recently. "We
have nine members from last year's
team returning, which should give us
some needed experience. Only two
golfers w.ere lost through graduation,
so we should be in good shape." The
number one golfer, according to
Stage burg, senior Mark Zimmerman.
Zimmerman
has just returned from
,

Europe, where he competed on the
American Golf All Star Team versus
the Irish Golf All Stars. Stage burg
said that the competition overseas
should be invaluable experience for
Zimmerman, who leads the team
with a 78 average.
The remaining six spots on the
squad are wide open. However,
Junior Mike Lenkiewicz and Senior
Mike Kelley will most likely fiII the 2
and 3 positions. Both...shot 78s in the
qualifying round "at Westwood Country Club and Stage burg said that "he
is expecting big things from both of
these guys."
Rounding out the top seven are
Jay Clancey, Tom Thaney, Bob
Tennant, and Alice Kelly. Clancey, a
senior, shot an 82 out at Westwood

----------------,
CUT OUT. FOR H!GHER SCORES

LSAT-G
"1 11 ,1{ our

fu,~~r~"depends Ui!OIl vour
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.Ii~test scores. Prepare now!

I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I

Have that extra edge when apply·
ing for admission to fJri:1duilte
school. John Se~:ton shldents
often score substantially hi~J!'ler
than the' national ilVeragES.

Weekend a!1ej Evening classes nOIN
formi'ng. Write or call today.
John Sex ton's Test Preparation Centers

1412 36th St., NW,
: Washington, D.C. 20007
Call Toll Free - 800-225· 7088
N·arne _ _ _ .___.____ ._._ .. _. _. __ _
Street _ _ _ _ _. ______ .. _" .. ____ ".... _"""
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State ___ ._ ZqJ ____ _

and said Stageburg, he "has the
ability to be the best golfer of the
lot. He does not have enough time to
devote to his game jue to his stUdies,
so his game is not up to its
potential."

Thaney, another senior, is a good
golfer who usually shoots in the low
80s. Another golfer who devotes
most of his spare time to his studies
according to Stageberg instead of his
golf game, is Bob Tennant. Stageburg
said "that the potential is there but
because of the books ... "
The biggest surprise of the group
could be Alice Kelly, returning to the
team after of couple of years off.
Stageberg claims that she can ou~
drive most of the guys most of the
time, and her 80 in the qualifying
round was the fourth lowest score
posted. Coach Stageburg said "it will
be interesting to see how the other
teams react to Alice, as they have
never gone up against a team which
has had a feamale golfer. If they let
her play, it will give our team a big
mental edge. Who wants to get beat
by a woman golfer?"
Stageberg admitted he wasn't yet
certain whether K-elly .will, be eligible
for tournament piay . .'~i ilaven.?t seEm'
any rules saying she can't play,". be
said, adding that her loss would
greatly set the team back.
Fighting for the final two spots on
the team are Dwanye 'Holt, and Sean
Crowley, both transfer students,' and
Buddy Gaudner, a former football
player who sho a 79 in the
qualifying. As for the schedule this
year, Stageburg had these comments:
"I hope we can win the D.C. Three
and the Capital Collegiate (two
tournaments in the Washington area)
in addition to our regular schedule.
As for the D.C. Three,-the match is
between us, George Washington, and
American·we should have a pretty
good chance of winning it this year,
as we have really improved."

by Rob Bernstein
The GU soccer team will attempt
to improve upon last season's disappointing 3·7-1 record when they
begin their, '77 campaigp with COlltests September 14 at John's Hopkins University and home September
21 against George Mason.
.
Inexperience at university level
competition combined with a schedule that included such well-kllown
soccer power-houses as Howard (past
NCAA Group II champions) leaves
first year coach Tim Cooney less
than optimistic, about a favorable
finish. Yet, there exist several bright
spots in what will most likely be a
trying season.
In contrast to past seasons,
Cooney is emphasizing the rudiments
of soccer along with stern conditioning. Cooney also notes that although
a preponderance of his players lack
formidable physical abilities, they are
intelligent and hustle a great deal.
"Many of the new players have
better high school preparation in the
basic fundamentals of soccer as
opposed to those (players) in the
past." Also the early season showing
of such players as team captain
Frank O'Hara and transfer goalie
Mitch Heffernan have been very
encouraging.
Georgetown soccer has never been
recognized as an overpowering offensive machine and Cooney notes that
the chances are quite slim that this
year will prove to be an exception.
Frank O'Hara, who according to
Coach Cooney is " ... one of the best

ever to play at Georgetown ..." and corps.
ALthough this autumn may land
". . .who has great offensive capabilities . . ." will be moved from an far short of what can be labeled' lIS'a
offensive forward position to defen- stellar seaSon, Cooney points out
sive sweeper to bolster the defense.- that it must be remembered that
With O'Hara at fullback, Georgetown Georgetown's soccer program operwill for the most part lack any real ates on an exceedingly limited
offensive threat_ However, Coach budget, and in contrast to several of
Cooney does speak very highly of - its opponents, there isn't a single
Etienne De Longvilliers as a possible scholarship offered. Again, despite
their experience and physical short·
scoring weapon_
Along with O'Hara and goalie comings, Coach Cooney claims that
Heffernen, Ed Kondit and John intelligence and hard work will be
the keys to a successful season.
Supplitt will spearhead the defensive

,

Jeff Fogelson's netmen prepare for Wednesday's home contest

Court Session Opens;
CU Here Wednesday
by Steve Weingarten
After enduring several years of
little success, men's tennis team
under coach Jeff Fogelson is working
towards the revival of the tennis
program, given impetus by last year's
fine season_ Matching last fall's
brilliant five and one record may
prove difficult for the Hoyas who, as
Fogelson candidly remarked,". .
.were badly hurt by graduation."
As the team's September 14th
opening match against Catholic
University approaches, it is apparent
that the squad is not without talent.
The Hoya's only returning starter is
Glenn Oztemel, a steady player with
a solid all-around game, who played
in the sixth position on last season's
team. Herb Oven, who saw match
action as a sophomore, is another
returnee who figures to play a large
role in the Hoya hopes this autumn.
The team which will play a
schedule of seven matches in the
Capital Collegiate Conference, is
bolstered by a trio of gifted newcomers according to Fogelson. Two
transfers, Pete Lizotte from Oregon

and Mike Paulenoff from Clark
College in Massachusetts, both of
whom have varsity experience, return
to competition after being ineligible
Ill.3t season. Also new to the Georgetown tennis scene is freshman Peter
Henderson, who is certain to be a
valuable asset to the Hoya chances.
Coupled, with the seven-match
slate will'be two 'major tournaments.
During the weekend of September
24, several Georgetown netman,
to be selected by Coach Fogelson,

Hoyette Rowers Finished
Spring Term With 3 Wins
by Kathi Mannix
While the rest of Georgetown's
student body was rushing home for
the long-awaited summer vacation,
GU's women's crew team stayed
behind for three weeks to participate
in four races, from which the squad

---------------~~

SAC:

WE WANT A VAN
TO DELIVER PAPERS

Aggressive fashion
oriented part-time
,

"
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sales Herp

Libertarian oriented public interest
group wants
Student Interns
to do research, writing and lobbying.
Low pay but rewarding opportunity.
Call Steve Chapman 546-2085 or
write North Tax Payers Union, 325
Pa. Ave. SE. Washington, D.C.
20003.

Thank you
John
Supplitt
for the use
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Dependable auto insurance-designed to
suit your needs-is no\oY available for
,college students, military personnel and
other young drivers. Criterion Insurance
Company is a highly rated, financially
strong company which specializes in
serving the car insurance needs of young
drivers.'
When you insure your car with
Criterion, you enjoy important benefits
like these: convenient payment plans,
country-wide claim service,driver training discounts and a wide choice of cover-'
ages to protect you and your car.
Call our local office today for a free,
personal rate quotation and complete
. information. There's no obligation, of
course, and we'll be glad to answer any
questions you may have about auto
insurance.
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will compete' in the Eastern Col.
legiate Athletic Conference's tour·
nament at Ryder College in Trenton.
The Hoya net season will conclUde
with a tournament here at Georgetown with all seven Capital Conference foes.
Fogelson contends that this year's
version of the team figures to be well
worth watching, as the untested
Hoya netters attempt to add credibility to their program by putting
together another solid season_

D.C Office: 1705 L Street, N.W.
Chevy Chase: 5260 Western Avenue
Clinton, Md: Malcolm Rd & Branch Ave.
White Oak: 12144 Tech Road
7 Corners: 7 Corners Shopping Center
McLean: 1690 Old Meadow Road
Woodbridge: 14421JeffDavisHwy.

•

a.

"

girls' winning streak began with the
Mid-Atlantic regionals on May 7 and
ended on June 19 at the Nationals.
The "Georgetown Four" crew,
made up of Amy Burrison, Amy
Kuhner, Beth Roche, Andi PenniSi,
and cox'n Betsy McMahon rowed to
a second place finish in the MidAtlantic regionals.
The following week, the crew
team competed in the Dad Vail
Regatta, a top-notch race for small
colleges accross the country. In the
2000 meter race, the Georgetown
crew easily qualified for the finals
and went on to take third.
The Eastern Sprints, in Worcester,
Massachusetts, was the girls' next
major competition. Seeded last behing the Ivy League teams, they
surprised the fans by rowing to a
fourth place spot.
Highlighitng the crew team's season was competing in the Nationals
after a tough month of practicing.
Although they did not place among
the top' three, the' team considered
their efforts a moral victory. "Everybody gave all they had to give,"
remarked Kuhner. "It was a good
race."
Kuhner went on to note that
while the team is funded mainly by
;t. own efforts (with help from the
allmmi
fundraising
association,
Hoyas Unlimited) the aquad still
hopes to obtain varsity status. The
outlook for the 77-78 season is
promising, she added, "We have
improved so much with only eleven
girls, that I'm optimistic we can build
from where we are."

CONGRATU LATIONS
Steve, Val, Brian,
John on your OWN
BEAUTIFUL house
(it's about time)

•

a
•

•
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• • • CLIP AND SAVE THIS AD • • •

Wanted: Mature, responsible
person to help provide physical
care to handicapped lawyer in
return for free living accommodations in Crystal City. Tom
Hancock,521-7983.
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Stu Senate Demands
MCFC See Contracts

Bison Trample Hoyas 7 to 1
In Rough 77Diamond Debut
by Joe Pollicino
The varsity baseball team opened
the fall season on a sour note
Wednesday afternoon, dropping a 7·1
decision to crosstown rival Howard
University. Hilltop fanatics had little
to cheer about as the Hoyas managed
just five hits off the slants of
Howard southpaw Bryan Nichols.
Junior righthander Blane Cordes,
back on the mound after a one·year
layoff, went the distance for the
Hilltoppers and was tagged with the
loss.
Cordes plowed through the How·

bunt single down the third base line
by Bob Heditsian put runners at the
corners, shortstop Tom Williams'
bouncing ball to short scored Arm·
strong with the Hoyas first tally of
the fall campaign. Coach Tom Nolan
stayed out of a twin killing by
running Heditsian from first on the
play.
The Hoya nine m .lunted just one
other serious thrlat all day as
Heditsian's second inning, one·out
triple to left·center was wasted as
Williams popped up and first base·
man Paul Caron fanned.
The Bison's Nichols kept the
Hoyas off balance all afternoon, and
when catcher Bill Gerard flied to
right in the ninth, Howllrd'S outfield
recorded their first put·out of the
tilt.
Nolan summed up his team's
efforts after the game, commenting,
"we didn't play that badly·we just
didn't get enough hits."
He also expressed satisfaction
with the work of Cordes, "You have
to remember he hasn't pitched, ip. a
year," he said.
Another bright spot in Nolan's
eyes was the throwing of catcher
Gerard, who gunned down two
would·be Bison base stealers.
"All in all we'll do alright," said
Nolan optimistically, stressing that
the 'squad has been practicing for just
one week. "The kids are hard
workers," he added.
The Hoyas' schedule continues
today with a home doubleheader vs.
George Mason.
As for the lineup, Nolan reo
marked, "We'll be experimenting for
.c a while. We have some people I know
"" I can depend on, but the only way to
find out about the others is to play
them."

ard order in the first before running
into trouble in the second when
back·to·back triples by Vince Bailey
and Norm Howard, and a Kevin
Young single to right gave the Bison
a 2·0 lead.
Howard tacked on another run in
the third when Ken Spears tripled
and came in on a Jerry Davis double
just out of reach of a diving Jimmy
Armstrong at third.
, The Hoyas bounced back in the
fourth, however, when Armstrong
hustled his way to a double on a slap
hit to centerfield. After a beautiful

Blane Cordes, returning to the mound after a one year absence,
talks things over with battery mate Bill Gerard.

AthletiG Grants Funded Through
General Financial Aid' Monies
iversity are limited." This includes stricted gift scholarships in the
by Steve Paluszek
Director of Financial Aid Richard athletic as well as academic grants, current year." But according to
Black told the HOY A earlier this and encompasses all of the schoofs of Black, "in addition to the increase in
endowed scholarships, there must be
week that athletic and academic the main campus.
The Annual Re!lort did show an increase in tuition revenue to
scholarships are awarded from the
same general fund. Last year's some progress, as it was noted that support an adequate financial aid
approximate totals included 1150 "as much as $743,478 has been program, at least at the un·
added to the endowment and reo dergraduate level."
grants for the main campus.
The breakdown per school is 490
to the College, 215 to SFS, 150 to
the Business School, 125 to SLL and
170 to Nursing. The University
awarded only forty·one athletic
scholarships; the breakdown for the
Track and Field Coach Joe Lang uate, and reports that Gino "is
current year has not yet been
detennined. Black revealed that any announced this week that Jim having a real good time over there.
alloted athletic scholarships which Peterson, Dave Dobrzynski, and He's done a little bit of traveling, and
,
are not awarded during a particular Mark Ogden will be tri·captains of he's really enjoying it."
A recent article on baseball' in
year are give out as academic this fall's cross·country squad.
Peterson,
a three·time
All· Italy which appeared in the Washingscholarships, but he added this rarely
occurs. This year ail allotted athletic American, holds the school cross· ton Post reported Verdino had
scholarships have been awarded, he country record of 24:05, set in the cracked a grand slam earlier this year.
1976 IC4A Championships. He also It was quite a drive ... 109 meters.
said.
The University's main campus holds school marks in the one, two,
* * basketball
*
Student season
tickets
received about $1,629,279 during and three mile events.
Dobrzynski, a junior, is holder of will continue to be sold for $17
the 1976·77 school year for ac·
ademic and athletic scholarships (this the fifth fastest cross·country time in apiece until the end of September.
figure includes all awards except G.U. history, while Ogden, a senior, Originally, ducats sold after August
summer scholarships). Of this total, owns the Georgetown record for the 27th were to go for 26 dollars each.
. Assistant Athletic Director Steve
approximately $1,449,307 or 90% 10,000 meter run.
Lang also disclosed that senior Stageberg told the HOY A, "We just
was academic, while the remaining
$179,972 or 10% was athletic, Harry Gaffney and Peterson will decided to extend the date to
according to the figures made avail· co.captain the indoor·outdoor team conform" with the end·of·discount
this year
able by Black.
period for alumni and faculty tickets,
Gaffney ran leadoff in the mile which all along were scheduled to sell
Black commented that the mao
jority of main campus scholarships relay team that scored in the 1976 for $17 until Sept ..30th.
,
"are budgeted funds from the IC4A outdoor championships. He is
"It was too much of a hassle," he
University's general income and are also the fastest quarter'miler in addec:!, to keep accounting straight
not endowed. In fact, only one· third Georgetown history.
with different prices and a dis·
In addition, Katie Solon and crepancy in the cutoff dates.
of all main campus scholarships
Brown
were
named
(athletic and academic) are endowed Allison
While seating will still be on a
with most of them bearing no name, co·captains of the ,Women's Track reserved baSis, students who have
already paid for seats may arrange to
whereas two-thirds come from and Field Team.
sit with others who have ,purchased
Georgetown's general income."
tickets separately. "There were some
In the 1976-1977 Annual Report
*
Former Hoya catcher Gene Ver· complaints" about the original reo
issued by the Office of Financial Aid,
the information presented "again dino is playing pro baseball these served seating setup, admitted Stage.
substantiates the claim that George. days-in Italy, of all places. GU 'berg. "We just didn't want to do
town University's grant (scholarship) 'Coach Tom Nolan is keeping in anything to hinder" attendance at
'resources at all levels of the Un· touch with the 1976 Hillto~ grad· the games, he added.

Sports Shorts

. The resoliltion concerning transfer
by Mike Lindquist
In its first meeting of the of Athletics from the control of
academic year, the Student Senate Altobello to Stott cites the Senate's
unanimously passed a resolution position that" Athletics belong under
calling for {he release of the non· the jUrisdiction of academic (as
salary portions of the contracts of opposed to administrative) personbasketball coach John Thompson nel. "
and track and field coach Joe Lang
to the Main Campus Finance ComThe measure also points out the
mittee's Subcommittee on Athletics Senate contention that the academic
for study by that body.
. aspects of athletics deserve heavier
In a related move, the Senate also emphasis, and that Altobello is a
passed a resolution calling for the non·academic, non·main·campus ad·
transfer of Athletics from Vice· ministrator while athletics is a main
president for Administrative Services ,campus activity.
Daniel J. Aitobello to Dean of
The resolution follows by one
Student Affairs William Stott.
The recommendations concerning
the contracts came in the wake of
Altobello's refusal last week to allow
the subcommittee to view the pacts.
The subcommittee, chaired by
Assistant Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences Rosalind Cowie, 'had
requested the contracts-which con·
tain non.reduction.of·funding clauses
for basketball and track-in relation
by Mike Lindquist
to its current evaluation of increasing
In testimony Wednesday after·
Athletic
Department
budgeting noon before the D;C. City Council's
demands resulting from Implement- Committee on Regulation and Opation of Title IX federal sports erations of the Citizen's Gambling
legislation.
Study Commission,
Georgetown
Title IX requires that the Univer· 'basketball coach John Thompson
.<ity provide women with oppor· came out strongly in opposition to
tunity for participation in major possible legalization of gambling on
'varsity spots on a level equivalent to team sports in the District.
that of male athletes.
Testifying for the NCAA along
Questioned at the Sunday.night With'Thompson was Penn Athletic
meeting as to why the pacts were of Director Frederick Geiger, who pre·
importance to the subcommittee's sented the _ Association's stonglywork, student subcommittee member worded stand against such legislation.
Kenneth Knisely said, "Our (the
The ,committee has been conduc·
subcommittee's) job is to review the ting open hearings into the "econo·
financial structure of the Athletic mic and social feasibility of imple.
Department. Without the contracts, menting various forms of legalized
one·third of the (athletic) budget is gambling in the District."
The NCAA stand, backed by
outside our knowledge."
In regard to the summaries of the_ Thompson, is "adamantly opposed
agreements sent the subcommittee to any governmental action-Federal
by AltobeIlO' in lieu of the actual or state-,vhich in effect provides
contracts, Knisely said, "We got the gambling on team sports events."
summaries, but we can't rely on The report includes specifically, but
those. We'd like to see the actual not exclusively I gambling on high
wording here .. .it (the key non· school, college, or professional
whether in the form of
reduction clauses of the contracts) sports,
straight 'wagering, pool, or lottery.
could turn on a word or a phrase."
"People are starting to accept
"I, Dean Cowie, and Dean Herz.
berg' (chairman of the entire MCFC) gambling in relation to team sports,"
have asked (for the contracts)-and Thompson told the HOYA. "I'm
afraid the tone has been set already."
we'll keep asking," he added.
Thompson cited- the appearance
Knisely's statements echoed the
wording of the resolution, intro. of such gambling figures as Jimmy
duced by sophomore Senator Artie "the Greek" on television as a
contribution to gambling's growing
Gallagher.

year a similar Senate recommend·
ation concerning athletic control.
That resolution was never acted upon
by the University.
Scott refused comment on the
proposed switch, while AltobeUo
could not be reached to discuss the
matter.

However, in a meeting with
President Timothy Healy a week
ago, the student members of the
main body of· the MCFC were
advised by Healy that he saw no
reason to alter the current athletic
administrative structure.

Thompson Raps Possible
Legal DC Sports Betting
public acceptance. In addition, he
mentioned that "We get ads from Las
Vegas with advice on betting on
college teams," as a further example
of public attitudes towards wagering.
The NCAA position paper further
explains that legal gambling would
"seriously jeopardize the funda·
mental purposes and policies of the
NCAA." Included in such policies are
"protection' of the student from
exploitation by institution, coach, or
outside interests."
Geiger pointed out that the
position of the NCAA stems from
"response of administrators and
participants which have arisen as the
outgrowth of sports betting activi·
ties." The report cites as examples
the "bribes and pOint·shaving scan·
dais that rocked college basketball in
the 19505 and early 19605."
"Even if you legalize gambling in
the pros," warned Thompson,
"there's going to be some carryover
to college sports, and even to high
schooL"
'-'.j:;
He added that gambling "makes
the athlete the scapegoat. Athletics
has enough pressure on it already."
Thompson was requested to test·
ify relative to his work as a member
of the Board of Directors of the
National Association of Basketball
Coaches.
"I have a concern for the game
of basketball as well as the gambling
aspects of the sport."

Anne Arundel Scrimmage
First Test For Hoya Gridders
by Joel Szabat
Georgetown football is at a
crossroads And the direction this
year's squad takes should be more
clearly defined after today's scrim·
mage vs. Anne Arundel College, 'in
Catonsville, Md.
"The team is ready," claims junior
quarterback Bob Sitz. "The attitude
is tremendous, and the squad has
been jelling well this last week."
Already, this early in the season,
the football Hoyas have undergone
some surprising changes. Members of
last year's squad, who struggled
through a disappointing season, point
primarily to the team's improved
attitude. "The dissension that marred
our last season is gone, said one
returning member from tltat 1·7
season. "This year we're all pulling
for each other."
Head Coach Scotty Glacken ago
rees. "This year's team is all·out,
100% ballplayers. (Co·Captains) Jim'
(Boland) and Don (Bridges) have
been a tremendous inspiration to the
squad members."
"We all feel more confident with a
year~s experience under our belts,"
asserted qu?rterback Sitz, alluding to
the large number of returning starters

,on this season's club. "We have a
little more faith in ourselves."
The team's gung·ho esprit·de·
corps is well·evidenced to anyone
who cares to wander on down to the
practice field and watch the sqyad
work·out.
However,
one other
pertinent fact is also readily apparent
to anyone who may hazard a casual
glance out to the practice gridiron ..·
the dearth players.
"It's the lowest turnout we've
ever had since I've been at George·
town," laments one returning veter·
an. "I guess people are just turned
off by last year's record."
To compensate for the low body
count, (thirty-five) players, Coach
Glacken has been shifting personnel
around. Dave Elliot has been trans·
ferred forward from his fullback
position to plug a' gap in the
undermanned offensive line.
"He's a tremendous competitor.
Dave did just a real bang·up job for
us," said the mustachioed Sitz,
refering to the Monday scrimmage
where, by all accounts, the offensive
unit worked over a Hoya defensive
squad suffering from numerical de·
ficincies of its own. Defensive back
Tim Clark has been out for a week

with an injured leg, and probably will
not play in today's scrimmage against
Anne Arundel.
And with the necessity of keeping
cornerback John Davis available for
backup quarterbacking duties, the
pressure on the backfield is eve~
greater.
Glacken says that this year's team
is more talented than before. There
are the inevitable mix·ups as players
learn unfamiliar positions in Coach
Glacken's shuffling, but, according to
Sitz, "the line looks good, last year's
entire backfield has returned, and
we're all a year better.
Unfortunately, the depth does not
extend beyond the first line. One key
injury could cripple the entire team,
admitted Coach Glacken.
But, "We're doing our best," said
one member of the defensive, line,
"injuries and stuff we can't control,
but we've got a dedicated group of
guys who are trying their best."
Georgetown football is at a
crossroads. It could easily slide back
into last year's defeatist season, or
with a good showing today, it can
begin the long, hard climb back
towards a winning year.

* *

The Hoyas Scrimmage Anne Arundel'this morning in Catonsville, Md.
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